Course Description
Master of Science in Money and Finance
25.06.2019

Required Courses
Course abbreviation
CFVA

Course type:
Required Course

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Corporate Finance and Valuation
Description

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Schedule
Length

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Starting from the notion of asymmetric information, the course covers the main issues
in corporate finance, such as firm financing choices, dividend policy, mergers and
acquisitions and corporate governance. Special emphasis will be placed on empirical
tests of the different theories.
Students develop an understanding of information based corporate finance theory.
They increase their competency in corporate finance both with regards to content and
to methodology, they gain detailed knowledge about the objectives and functions in
corporate financing decisions, moreover they develop an understanding of the role
incentives play and of the interaction between factors in corporate finance.
—
Fundamental skills in corporate finance
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester

Instructor

Jun. Prof. Dr. Crummenerl

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Berk/DeMarzo: "Corporate Finance", 3rd ed. Other literature will be assigned
throughout the course

Course abbreviation:
FMIC

Course type:
Required course

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Fundamentals of Microeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course provides a profound introduction to content and methods of
microeconomic theory for M.Sc. and advanced Diploma students. The course will cover
the traditional microeconomic models of the consumer, the firm, and the market.
Beyond that, it will include an introduction to non—cooperative game theory and the
analysis of transactions with incomplete information. We will discuss applications for all
theoretical concepts.
The course provides modern tools and shall enable students to understand and work
with scholarly articles in areas like public finance, industrial organization and together
with the Fundamentals of Econometrics also lay the foundations for work in applied
microeconometrics.
—

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Ferdinand von Siemens
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam.
Varian, Microeconomic Analysis, W.W Norton & Company.

Course abbreviation:
FMAC

Course type:
Required course

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Fundamentals of Macroeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course introduces the basic concepts and key tools that are central to the
understanding of macroeconomic issues. A substantial part of the course is devoted to
economic growth. The major problems and competing theories are presented and
discussed. Models of short—term fluctuations are then investigated. Next, we study the
determinants of consumption and investments whose behavior is central to both
growth and business cycles. The last part of the course is devoted to theories of money
growth and inflation and to theories of unemployment.
The theoretical analysis is supplemented by examples of relevant empirical work,
illustrating the ways that theories can be applied and tested.

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

This course has two objectives. First, learning how an economy works and the
instruments to understand macro policy debates. Second, learning how to think
analytically about problems such as long run economic growth, business cycles,
inflation, unemployment and the conduct and pitfalls of monetary and fiscal policies.
The ability to understand the ever—changing environment and follow or participate in
current policy debates is significantly enhanced by the formalized approach to
macroeconomics taken by this course.
—

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Ester Faia, PhD
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam.
David Romer, Advanced Macroeconomics, McGraw Hill

Course abbreviation:
FECO

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Fundamentals of Econometrics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The aim of the course is to provide you with basic knowledge and skills of econometric analysis.
In particular, you should understand the specific econometric problems met when working
with such data, and learn methods to deal with these problems. The considered methods and
models will be practiced on real economic data with modern econometric software (STATA).
After successfully attending the course, you will be able to apply the knowledge to the
investigation of economic relations and processes, and also to understand econometric
approaches, methods, and conclusions met in most economic books and articles.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
MA in Modern East Asian Studies
Once yearly
One semester
Jun. Prof. Jin-Young Choi, PhD
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam.
Wooldridge, J., Introductory Econometrics: A modern Approach, South—Western Cengage
Learning.
Wooldridge, J., Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data, MIT press.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course abbreviation:
CMAP

Course type:
Required Course

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Capital Markets and Asset Pricing
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course covers the following topics: term structure of interest rates, bond pricing,
duration and convexity, credit risk, liquidity risk, portfolio theory, equilibrium in capital
markets, equity valuation, hedging.
Goal of the class is to give students an overview of modern financial markets. After
successful completion of the module, students will have developed an understanding
of the most important conceptual instruments in finance, a foundation for more
advanced classes.
—

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Holger Kraft
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Bodie, Kane, Marcus: Investments, 9th edition, Chapters 5—16.
Cochrane: Asset Pricing, 2nd edition, Chapters 1 and 21.
Copeland, Weston, Shastri: Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, 4th
edition, especially Chapter 4.
Lengwiler: An Introduction to General Equilibrium Asset Pricing, Chapter 7.

Compulsory Electives, Money
Course abbreviation:
ECHO

Course type:
Required Course — Money

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Economics of Housing
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course focuses on the economic analysis of housing, both on its own merits and as a
flagship example of durable goods more generally. Understanding the specificities of this
type of assets is important for at least two reasons. First, housing is the most prominent
component of households’ portfolios, and a key driver of saving and borrowing decisions.
Second, and as a consequence of this, the evolution of prices and quantities in the housing
market has important implications for aggregate output and employment, as the recent
economic turmoil in most developed economies has made patent. Moreover, the outcome
of many economic policies, though not necessarily targeted to houses, depends crucially on
households’ decisions involving durable goods. Throughout the course, the students will be
introduced to these two dimensions of the economic analysis of durable goods.

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

Students should be able to independently apply methods to contemporary issues of
macroeconomics and public finance. Moreover the money modules enable them to
evaluate the scientific literature critically, as well as to apply their knowledge to new
problems, and to develop potential solutions to these problems.
—

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in the fields of Quantitative Economics, Quantitative Finance, Quantitative
Management, Quantitative Marketing, and Law and Quantitative Economics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Augusto Cerletti Garcia, PhD
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
one 90—minute exam (10%), or essay (100%, circa 25 pages), or 3 to 5 compositions (2

Recommended literature

pages each, 10% per composition)
— Further literature will be announced during the course

Course abbreviation:
AMDM

Course type:
Required Course — Money

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Advanced Methods in Dynamic Macroeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course develops a toolkit of advanced mathematical methods which are applied to
analyze dynamic models of macroeconomics and finance. The first part focuses on
deterministic models and introduces methods from dynamical systems theory, dynamic
optimization theory, and functional analysis to analyze these models. Specific applications
include the neoclassical growth model in discrete time and related models of economic
growth. The second part discusses stochastic models and presents basic concepts from
probability and integration theory and more advanced methods to describe the evolution
and asymptotic behavior of stochastic processes in discrete time. The results are applied to
study economic models of the business cycle with random perturbations such as the Real
Business Cycle (RBC) model and New Keynesian models. The theoretical results will be
illustrated and quantified by numerical simulations with PYTHON.

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

Students should gain advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
Money and Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy (LGMMF3)

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

—

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Marten Hillebrand

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Stachurski, J. (2009): "Economic Dynamics: Theory and Computation" (MIT press, Cambridge)
Mass.Miao, J. (2014): "Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time" (MIT press, Cambridge, Mass.)
Ljungqvist, L. & Sargent, T. (2012): "Recursive Macroeconomic Theory" (MIT press,
Cambridge, Mass.)

Course abbreviation:
MAFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Money

Course name:
Macro Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course covers several topics at the intersection of macroeconomics and finance. These
include credit rationing, amplification mechanisms based on agency costs in financial
intermediation, the role for the public provision of liquidity, bank runs and lender of last resort,
the emergence of bubbles, fire sales and systemic risk, macroprudential policy and financial
stability, political economy of finance. The course will make use of formal models and will show
how they can shed light on a number of empirical phenomena, like the recent financial crisis.
Students should be able to independently apply methods to contemporary issues of
macroeconomics and public finance. Moreover it will enable them to evaluate
the scientific literature critically, as well as to apply their knowledge to new problems, and to
develop potential solutions to these problems.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
MA in Modern East Asian Studies
Once yearly
One semester
Jun. Prof. Baptiste Massenot, PhD

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

Tirole, Jean. The theory of corporate finance. Princeton University Press, 2010.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course abbreviation:
HHFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Money

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Household Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

This course presents topics on the new area of Household Finance, on the interface between
Macroeconomics and Finance. This is not only an active area of frontier academic research,
but also interesting and useful to people working in the financial sector, including central
banks. The broad overall theme of the topics presented is household wealth management,
namely analysis of household demand for assets and for loans. The course should appeal to a
wide range of students, from those interested in understanding household preferences
regarding financial products that can be of use in financial sector jobs, to those who are
more academically oriented and who want to study intertemporal portfolio selection in the
face of labor income risk for which one cannot buy insurance. An explicit aim of the course is
to stress the intuition behind the results and to provide students with basic understanding of
key findings in recent, mostly empirical but also computational, research on household
portfolios. The formal lectures will be supplemented by sections (two hours every two
weeks), which will stress useful techniques and hands—on—practice in data analysis using
the STATA econometric package, as well as ways to interpret empirical findings in portfolio
research.
Goals/competency targets
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy.
Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor

Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 13th of October
to 16th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Management
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Michael Haliassos, PhD

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
one 90—minute exam

Recommended literature
1.

Guiso, Luigi, Michael Haliassos, and Tullio Jappelli (Eds.), Household
Portfolios, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002.

2.

Guiso, Luigi, Michael Haliassos, and Tullio Jappelli (Eds.), Stockholding in
Europe, Palgrave Macmillan, 2002.

3.

Deaton, Angus, Understanding Consumption, Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 1992.

4.

Christian Gollier, The Economics of Risk and Time, M.I.T. Press, 2001 (now
also in paperback).

5.

Giuseppe Bertola, Richard Disney, and Charles Grant (Eds.), The Economics
of Consumer Credit, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006.

6.

Deaton, Angus, The Analysis of Household Surveys, Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1997.

7.

Judd, Kenneth, Numerical Methods in Economics, Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1998.

8.

Haliassos, Michael (Ed.), Financial Innovation: Too Much or Too Little?,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press (forthcoming, January 2013)

Course abbreviation:

Course type:

EATU

Compulsory elective – Money

Course name:

Active course time:

Europe and the US: Comparative Economic Analyses

34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Description

This advanced course analyzes differences in the economic systems, preferences, and
outcomes between Europe and the US. Topics include the welfare state, taxation, labor
markets, demographics, preferences for redistribution, migration, monetary and fiscal policy,
and the educational system. We study the origins of potential differences, as well as their
consequences for the lives of people. We explore macro- as well as microeconomic studies of
both theoretical and empirical nature. The major goal of this course is to give students the
opportunity to apply the knowledge and tools acquired in previous courses to a fascinating
topic. Thus, the prerequisites are intermediate microeconomic and macroeconomic theory,
statistics, and econometrics. When discussing the readings, we will focus not only on the
content, but also on the methodology.

Learning goals and competencies

Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance.

Enrollment requirements

Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS.

Recommended foreknowledge:

—

Allocation

MSc in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy

Schedule

Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor

Prof. Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln

Study record; transcripts

—

Proof of participation

—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester): 6 CP, 180
hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Academic transcripts

—

Breakdown

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language

English

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.

Recommended literature

Related Papers



Prescott, Edward C. (2004): Why Do Americans Work So Much More Than
Europeans?, Federal Reserve Bank of MinneapolisQuarterly Review, 28(1), 2–13.



Blanchard, Olivier and Justin Wolfers (2000): The Role of Shocks and Institutions in
the Rise of European Unemployment, Economic Journal, 110(462), C1-C34.



Alesina, Alberto and Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln (2007): Good Bye Lenin (or not?) – The
Effect of Communism on People’s Preferences, American Economic Review, 97(4),
1507-1528.



Estevez-Abe, Margarita, Torben Iversen, and David Soskice (2001): Social Protection
and the Formation of Skills: A Reinterpretation of the Welfare State, in: Hall, Peter
and David Soskice (eds.): Varieties of Capitalism: The Institutional Foundations of
Comparative Advantage, Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York.



Blanchard, Olivier and Lawrence Katz (1992): Regional Evolutions, Brookings Papers
on Economic Activity, 1992(1), 1-75.



Fernández, Raquel (2007): Women, Work, and Culture, Journal of the European
Economic Association, 5(2-3), 305-332.

Course abbreviation:
HFES

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Household Finance Econometrics Using Stata

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

Household finance is a young and vibrant research field drawing great interest from academic
researchers and financial practitioners alike. This course is designed to provide an introduction
to several major household finance datasets and guide students to perform econometric
analysis using these data. The econometric models to be covered in the course include ordinary
least squares estimation (OLS), binary response models, sample selection models, instrumental
variables method (IV) and panel data. To illustrate these methods, we will empirically
investigate household finance topics such as stock market participation, portfolio choice,
retirement savings and mortgage debt, using the microeconomic datasets e.g. the Italian
Survey of Household Income and Wealth (SHIW) and a cross—country Survey of Health, Ageing
and Retirement in Europe (SHARE). To this end, we will also learn how to address the common
challenges of empirical research such as heteroscedasticity, missing data and measurement
error. The formal lectures will be complemented by the hands—on tutorials in the computer
lab where we will practice the techniques learnt in class. The homework assignments will be
based on the Stata exercises and the datasets used in the lab tutorials. Some basic knowledge
of econometrics and statistical testing is needed to follow the course. Prior knowledge of Stata
is not necessary, as you will be given an introduction in the first tutorial session.
During this applied course the students will gain better understanding of how household
finance empirical research is carried out, and thus improve their ability to navigate through the
papers which employ the econometric techniques learnt in the course. Furthermore, the course
provides the students with a necessary skill—set to be able to conduct their own
microeconometric analysis using the Stata statistical package. The student will thus obtain a
good basis for writing an empirical seminar paper or Master Thesis.
Topics:
1.Household Finance Datasets; Data Management
2.Data Description and Reporting (Descriptive Statistics, Graphing)
3.Missing Values, Multiple Imputation, Measurement Error
4.Ordinary Least Squares, Omitted Variable Bias, Heteroskedasticity
5.Interpretation and Presentation of Results, Testing
6.Binary Response Models; Maximum Likelihood Estimation
7.Sample Selection Models
8.Instrumental Variables
9.Panel Data Models
10.(if time allows) Programming in STATA: programming language MATA
Students should be able to independently apply methods to contemporary issues of

Goals/competency targets

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

macroeconomics and public finance. Moreover the money modules enable them to
evaluate the scientific literature critically, as well as to apply their knowledge to new
problems, and to develop potential solutions to these problems. Further, students will develop
advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance and the
ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Dr. Ljubica Djordjevic
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language

English
Final Exam (80%)
Two homework assignments (20%)
— Cameron & Trivedi, Microeconometrics Using Stata. Stata Press, 2009.
— Angrist & Pischke, Mostly Harmless Econometrics: An Empiricist’s Companion. Princeton
University Press, 2009

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
MAPR

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Macroeconomics and Asset Pricing

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The course builds macroeconomic models of asset pricing and studies their quantitative
implications for real and financial variables. We will start by reviewing the portfolio decision
problem of a single investor under different assumptions on asset returns and preferences and
then embedded this problem into a dynamic general equilibrium framework which determines
asset prices and returns endogenously. We will identify the pricing kernel as the crucial object
to price assets with an arbitrary pay-off structure including bonds, stocks, and options and
study its form under alternative modelling assumptions. Using numerical simulations, we will
then study the quantitative implications of different asset pricing models and how well they
hold up against empirical data.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy. Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses
and draft recommendations through the application of scientific methods. Mastering state–of–
the art modelling approaches and research methodology in economics, finance, law and
economics, management and/or marketing. Ability to provide scientifically-substantiated
expertise concerning complex issues faced by society in the fields of economics, finance, law
and economics, management and/or marketing
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Dr. Marten Hillebrand
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Recommended literature

Cochrane, John (2005): "Asset Pricing" (Princeton University press). Additional references will
be given in class.

Course abbreviation:
MTPO

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Monetary Theory and Policy

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

This course introduces students to the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models
used in modern monetary macroeconomics called New Keynesian models. The basic model
equations including nominal frictions such as price stickiness are derived carefully, and model
solution techniques are discussed. Numerical solutions of the models are obtained and the
models are simulated and analyzed using Dynare in MATLAB. Possible extensions to the core
model that may be treated in class include an analysis of optimal monetary policy.
After completing the course, students should understand the dynamic mechanisms of nominal
rigidities and the policy tradeoffs facing monetary policy. Mechanically, students will be able to
derive, solve and simulate simple DSGE models and should be able to read and understand
more elaborate models found in the literature.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money Finance.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Dr. Alexander Meyer-Gohde
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language

English

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
 Barro, Robert and David Gordon (1983): ”Rules, discretion and reputation in a model
of monetary policy,” Journal of Monetary Economics, 12(1), pp. 101-121.
 Clarida, Richard, Jordi Galí, and Mark Gertler (1999): "The Science of Monetary Policy:
A New Keynesian Perspective," Journal of Economic Literature, American Economic
Association, vol. 37(4), pp. 1661-1707.
 Galí, Jordi (2008): Monetary Policy, Inflation, and the Business Cycle: An Introduction
to the New Keynesian Framework. Princeton University Press.
 King, Robert and Watson, Mark, (1995), Money, prices, interest rates and the
business cycle, No 95-10, Working Paper Series, Macroeconomic Issues, Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago.
 Lucas, Robert E. (1976): "Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique," CarnegieRochester conference Series on Public Policy, vol. 1, 19-46.
 McCandless, George (2008): The ABCs of RBCs: An Introduction to Dynamic
Macroeconomic Models. Harvard University Press.
 Sims, Christopher (1980):"Macroeconomics and Reality," Econometrica, 48(1), 1-48.
 Woodford, Michael (2001): ”The Taylor Rule and Optimal Monetary Policy,” American
Economic Review 91(2), pp. 232-237.

Course abbreviation:
LMMA

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Labor Markets and the Macroeconomy
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The course surveys various topics at the intersection of labor economics and
macroeconomics, using both empirical and theoretical approaches. We cover human
capital and earnings inequality, structural and frictional unemployment, search and
matching models of the labor market, frictional wage dispersion, business-cycle theories
of the labor market, as well as labor market policy such as unemployment insurance, job
protection legislation and minimum wages. Prerequisites are microeconomic and
macroeconomic theory and econometrics.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

During the course, we will develop different labor market models, relate them to the data,
and use these models to analyze policy questions such as the effects of minimum wages
on employment or the optimal design of unemployment benefit schemes. Students will
learn how to solve simple models analytically and more complex models numerically, and
how to apply these models for policy analysis.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 11th of
October to 14th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the
examination date.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Leo Kaas
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
The course is based on material from different sources. Many topics are covered in the
book Labor Economics by P. Cahuc, S. Carcillo and A. Zylberberg, MIT Press 2014 (2nd
edition).
Additional references to survey articles and research papers will be given in the lectures.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
hours

Course abbreviation:
INMA

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
International Macroeconomics
Description

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)
In the first part we introduce basic concepts and theories of modern international
macroeconomics, like the determination of the current account, international prices, and the
role of international financial markets. The main framework of the analysis is the intertemporal approach to the current account. We will start by deriving the current account
equation for a small open economy with one good, one internationally traded asset in the
deterministic case. We will therefore add uncertainty, investment, durable goods, government
expenditure, endogenous labour supply. For each of those cases we also discuss the testable
implications of the theory. At last we move to the two good model and discuss the HarrodBalassa Samuelson effect.
In the second part we will move to the international real business cycle literature. The goal of
this research is to understand and explain business fluctuations and their international
transmission. We will first introduce the basic model of international real business cycle
(Backus, Kehoe and Kydland JPE 1985) which is a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model
with endogenous labour supply and two goods aggregated via an Armington aggregator. After
discussing the implications of this model we will overview the major puzzles in international
macroeconomics: Feldstein-Orioka, the home bias in consumption and home bias in
investment, Mussa puzzle, disconnect puzzle, Backus-Smith puzzle,
output/investment/employment correlation puzzle.
Finally we will briefly introduce the most recent new open economy literature whose models
depart from the international RBC literature because of the addition of nominal frictions.

Goals/competency targets

The course objective is to make the students acquainted to key theoretical, methodological and
empirical concepts of international macroeconomic problems and appropriate policies. After
completing the course, students should be able to give reasonable answers to questions like:
What determines the current account? Are large current account deficits a bad thing? How
does the real exchange rate relate to the terms of trade? How are intertemporal and
intratemporal trade linked? What are sources of international business cycles and what
accounts for cross—country differences? How does the conduct of monetary and fiscal policy
change in the open economy? Students will be able to understand these issues drawing on the
theoretical, methodological and empirical concepts introduced in the course. Top students will
be able to develop own arguments and debate their opinions about these issues.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146h

Allocation

—
Knowledge of functions, derivatives, and constrained optimization, along with basic statistics is
assumed.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy

Schedule

Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Ester Faia

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
There is no single textbook that will be used. All material including the literature will be posted
on the course webpage at OLAT.

Course abbreviation:
PFMA

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Public Finance in Macroeconomics: Heterogenous Agent Models

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

We will study variants of the three “workhorses” of dynamic macroeconomics in general
equilibrium:
— the neoclassical representative agent model,
— the Aiyagari—Bewley—Huggett models with intra—generational heterogeneity,
— and overlapping generations (OLG) models, featuring intra— as well as inter—generational
heterogeneity.
While all these types of models will be analysed, most room will be given to life—cycle
economies (OLG applications). For this reason, we will start out by extensively studying partial
equilibrium models of household behaviour, e.g. the dynamics of consumption, savings, labour
supply and portfolio allocation decisions over the life—cycle. Once we roughly understand
these models, we will turn to general equilibrium models. Our general equilibrium discussion
will then cover models with idiosyncratic risk (e.g., individual unemployment shocks that, in
each time period, affect only a fraction of agents in the economy) and, if time permits, also
models with aggregate risk (e.g., productivity shocks that simultaneously affect all agents).
During the course, (i) we will seek to compare certain model features with the data, (ii) we will
implement some of the models on the computer and (iii) we will analyze policy questions.
Among these policy questions there are issues related to the distribution of income, wealth
and consumption both within and across generations, traditional public finance questions and
how demographic change will affect the economy in a global world. Towards the end of the
course you will have learned how to solve simple models analytically and more complex
models numerically and how to use these models for policy analysis.

Goals/competency targets

Students should be able to independently apply methods to contemporary issues of
macroeconomics and public finance. Moreover the money modules enable them to evaluate

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

the scientific literature critically, as well as to apply their knowledge to new problems, and to
develop potential solutions to these problems.
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Dr. Alexander Ludwig

Course and Exam language

English
Final Exam (80%)
Cases (20%)
— Alexander Ludwig (2014): Heterogenous Agent Models, Lecture Notes.

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course abbreviation:
ETAX

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
The Economics of Taxation

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The course gives an overview of tax theory and tax policy on an advanced level. It covers:
— Historical lessons in tax policies
— Taxation principles
— Tax incidence
— The excess burden of taxation
— Optimal taxation
— Taxation of external effects
— International tax competition

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

Students will learn and understand the evaluation criteria of tax policies and tax reforms,
Students will learn to apply the evaluation criteria to analyze and evaluate tax policy making
and tax policy reform in national and global economies.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 13th of April to 2nd
of June. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Wirtschaftsinformatik
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Alfons J. Weichenrieder
—
—
—

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam.
Selected Readings:
Salanie, B. (2003), The Economics of Taxation. Cambridge: MIT Press.
Atkinson, A.B. and J.E. Stiglitz (1980), Lectures on Public Economics. Amsterdam: North—
Holland.
Boadway, R.W. and D.E. Wildasin (1984), Public Sector Economics (2nd ed.). Boston: Little,
Brown and Company.
Musgrave, R.A. and P.B. Musgrave (1989), Public Finance in Theory and Practice. 5th ed.

Course abbreviation:
PUEC

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Public Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

This course focuses on the role of the government in the economy. The aim is to provide an
understanding of the reasons forgovernment intervention in the economy, analyzing the
benefits of possible government policies, and the response of economicagents to the
government's actions. The course covers tax policy and inequality, social insurance programs
public goods. It also covers some issues regarding social preferences if time allows. Special
emphasis is on current policy such as security reform and income inequality.This is a Master
level course for students of MMF, MIEEP or MSQE programs. Students with an interest in public
finance, policy and inequality are recommended to take this course. Enrollees should be
comfortable with multivariate calculus basic economic concepts.
Students will acquire the ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th to 26th of April.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Hitoshi Tsujiyama, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam (80%) and a homework (20%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Optional Reading:
Jonathan Gruber, ”Public Finance and Public Policy”, 4th edition, 2012.
Other readings: Can be found in each lecture note

Course abbreviation:
MAFO

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Macroeconometric Forecasting
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
This course provides (i) a thorough yet accessible presentation of some of the key reduced—
form and structural models and methods that macroeconometrics currently has to offer to
analyze macroeconomic data, and (ii) the application of these models and methods to the
analysis and forecasting of macroeconomic variables.
Many classes will involve empirical illustration of the econometric and macroeconomic
methods discussed in STATA and in MATLAB, and course participants are expected to complete
assignments in STATA and in MATLAB. At the end of the course, participants should feel
comfortable to do independent, macroeconomic—theory based empirical work using time
series data as arising in many areas of macroeconomics.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Course Outline
— Introduction to Forecasting
— Vector Autoregressive Models and Forecasting
— New Keynesian Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Models, Bayesian Estimation and
Forecasting
Students will learn and master some of the state—of—the—art models and methods in
macroconometrics useful for model specification, estimation and analysis.
Students will learn to apply econometric and macroeconomic methods to carry out their own
substantive empirical work using time series data.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th to 26th of April.
The course will presume knowledge of econometric methods at the level of, say, J.M.
Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics, Sixth Edition, Boston: Cengage Learning, 2016,
Chapters 1 ? 12 and 18. The course will also presume knowledge of macroeconomics at the
level of, say, D. Romer, Advanced Macroeconomics, Fourth Edition, Columbus: McGraw—Hill,
2012.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Michael Binder, Ph.D.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam (80%) and a homework (20%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
The course slides will be self-contained, integrating material from multiple sources and
extending it as needed. There is thus not one single textbook covering all the material to be
presented and discussed in this course. References that will feature in multiple sections of the
course are the following:
Econometrics, Macroeconomics and Macroeconometrics
 D.N. DeJong und C. Dave (2011): Structural Macroeconometrics, Second Edition,
Princeton: Princeton University Press.
 F.X. Diebold (2015): Forecasting in Economics, Business, Finance and Beyond, Open
Text Available at www.ssc.upenn.edu/~fdiebold/Textbooks.html, Department of
Economics, University of Pennsylvania.
 E.P. Herbst and F. Schorfheide (2015): Bayesian Estimation of DSGE Models,
Princeton: Princeton University Press.
 J. Miao (2014): Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time, Cambridge (MA): MIT Press.
 R.S. Tsay (2014): Multivariate Time Series Analysis, Hoboken: John Wiley.
MATLAB and STATA
 A.C. Acock (2016): A Gentle Introduction to STATA, Fifth Edition, STATA Press.
 A. Adams, D. Clarke, S. Quinn (2016): Microeconometrics and MATLAB: An
Introduction, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
 S. Attaway (2017): MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem
Solving, Fourth Edition, Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann.
 C. Becketti (2013): Introduction to Time Series Using STATA, STATA Press.

Course abbreviation:
MPIC

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Money

Course name:
Monetary Policy, Inflation, and Business Cycles
Description

Course and Exam language

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
The course discusses macroeconomic models designed to study monetary policy. Specifically,
we will analyze if and how monetary policy can influence real variables such as output,
employment, and growth as well as monetary variables such as interest rates, inflation, and the
price level. Further, we will study the interaction between monetary and fiscal policy and their
joint impact on the economy.
Students will learn advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money
and Finance as well as the ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 12th of October to
15th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Marten Hillebrand
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per
semester): 146 h

Compulsory Electives, Finance
Course abbreviation:
SCFC

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Stochastic Calculus in Finance and Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
In this course stochastic processes in discrete and continuous time will be discussed, and
stochastic integrals from Wiener—processes constructed. Especially, models of economic and
financial time—series, as well as Ito’s lemma will be covered. Students learn how to solve
stochastic differential equations, which are among others used in finance to describe the
development of interest.
Students broaden their conceptual and methodological competencies in those areas. They use
concepts of investment planning and the valuation of financial products. Additionally, students
get a sound knowledge of different financial products, and discuss their use critically. They
develop not only practical skills, that are relevant for the labor market, but are also familiar
with the basics of finance.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Uwe Hassler
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
—
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week) 2 CP: Final exam
E
English
n
g
l

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

i
s
h
(i) 90 minute exam (100%) or (ii) 90 minute exam (80%) and problem sets (20%)
— Hassler, U. (2007): Stochastische Integration und Zeitreihenmodellierung; Springer
Mikosch, Th. (1998): Elementary Stochastic Calculus; World Scientific.

Course abbreviation:
IFIA

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
International Financial Architecture
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Building on methodologies and instruments acquired in compulsory courses in earlier
semesters, the lecture series entitled ”International Financial Architecture” takes a practical
view on the realities of today’s global financial markets. Starting with an overview of the most
important capital and banking markets, the series continues to review major industry and
product trends. A further key topic will be the degree of integration of global and regional
financial markets in selected market segments and infrastructure. Particular attention will be
devoted to financial crises and market failures and the possible remedies. Finally, regulation
and supervision as potential mitigants for financial market failure will be reviewed.

Learning goals and competencies

 Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy.
 Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods. Our students will be competent in analysing economic
problems and applying specialized knowledge to different business situations.
 Our students will apply modern research techniques to business related problems.
Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 11th of October to
14th of December. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.
Attention: Planned downtime from 3rd to 18th November – examination registration and
withdrawal will not be possible within this period!
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
MSc in International Management
MSc in Management
MSc in Business Administration
MSc in Wirtschaftsinformatik
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Steffen Kern
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
 Fabozzi, F. J., Capital Markets, fifth edition, MIT Press, 2015
 Madura, J., Financial Markets and Institutions, twelfth edition, Cengage Learning, 2017

Course abbreviation:
FEFD
Course name:
Financial Econometrics of High Frequency Data

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance
Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
The objective of this course is to introduce students to recent developments in analysis of
highfrequency financial data. In recent years there has been a vast increase in the amount of
highfrequencydata available. Their analysis may require methods different from the common
ones for, e.g., time series. This course is started from scratch, introducing the different types of
highfrequency data, illustrating their processing steps, basic statistical processes and applications,
e.g,liquidity modelling. Then, probabilistic models of different types of high-frequency data is
introduced and estimation in this models is considered. The course includes introductory lectures
on MatLab programming.

Description
The course will be a mixture of presentations by the instructor and practical classes. Students will
be also required to complete home-work assignments, which includes solving theoretical
exercises and working with data.

Students will be able to...
Goals/competency targets
Understand different types of high-frequency data, data processing and the structure of order
book .
Measure liquidity in different security markets.
Understand and estimate econometric models used for high-frequency data analysis, in particular,
trade arrival dynamics and models of order book.
Use MatLab to high-frequency data handling and estimation of econometric models.
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

—
Good knowledge of basics of probability theory, statistics, econometrics and stochastic processes
are strongly recommended. Knowledge of time-series, financial mathematics and continuoustime stochastic processes is advantageous.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Allocation

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Inernational Management
Once yearly
One semester
Aleksey Kolokolov, Ph.D.
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
—
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week) 2 CP: Final exam
E
English
n
g
l
i
s
h
Grading will be based on a written exam of 60 minutes duration (50%) and home-work
assignments (50%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Hautsch, N., Econometrics of Financial High-Frequency, Data Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg,
2012

Course abbreviation:
AEAP

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Advanced Empirical Asset Pricing
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
In this course we discuss asset pricing models and ways to estimate and test these. The first part
of the course deals with econometric tools that are necessary to do so, in particular, the
Generalized Method of Moments. We than review a number of approaches to explain the
variation of expected stock returns in the time—series and in the cross—section. Starting with
the classic Consumption—CAPM by Lucas (1978) and Breeden (1979), we discuss recent
advances in the field of consumption—based asset pricing. Furthermore, we cover linear factor
models like the one of Fama and French (1993) and some extensions.

Goals/competency targets
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy. Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and
draft recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

—
—
Students should have attented the course “Capital Markets and Asset Pricing”. Basic knowledge in
statistics and the willingness to learn a programming language (presumably R) are recommended.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
MSC in International Management
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Julian Thimme
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
—
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week) 2 CP: Final exam

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Course and Exam language

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

E
English
n
g
l
i
s
h
90 minute exam (100%)
Cochrane, John H. (2009): Asset Pricing (Revised Edition). Princeton university press.

Course abbreviation:
CRAF

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Credit Risk Analysis in Structured Finance Applications

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

Module description
The purpose of this course is to teach practical methods for the analysis of credit risk in asset
backed finance structures. This will be done using different types of asset backed securities and
covered bonds. Following increased regulatory scrutiny aimed at issuers and rating agencies,
asset backed securities have re—emerged as a more robust financial instrument offering a
diversification of funding as well as capital relief. The modelling techniques learned in this
course can be applied in other areas where liability payments depend on risky cashflows
generated by certain assets, eg project finance.
Learning outcomes
We will discuss best—practice analytical methodologies used in the financial industry. The
analysis can broadly be split into two parts. The first part deals with the characteristics of the
asset portfolio. The modelling approach differs depending on the loans contained in the
portfolio, eg residential mortgages are treated differently than consumer loans. Students will
learn how to model the risk factors associated with these portfolios and how to determine the
portfolio’s default and recovery rate. The second part will discuss techniques for dynamic cash
flow modelling, ie the priority of payments and matching of assets’ and liabilities’ cashflows
after introducing default and recovery timing assumptions, as well as other dynamic
components. In combination, these two parts will provide an understanding of how tranching
is derived. Finally, the course will cover counterparty risks associated with a structured finance
transaction and how these can be mitigated. Further, we will analyse covered bonds and the
similarities/differences in their analytical treatment compared to asset backed securities. The
course will include recent real—world examples and case studies from the financial industry.

Goals/competency targets

Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy. Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses
and draft recommendations through the application of scientific methods

Enrollment requirements

Attention: The number of participants is limited to 30 students.
Organization: Students interested in attending this course need to write an email
th
to georgy_kharlamov@yahoo.com in the period from October 1st until October 10 to
confirm their interest. After the end of this registration period places will be assigned by
random selection. Students will be informed via email until October 12th whether they have
been accepted or rejected.
In the period from October 13th until October 26th students have to officially register for the

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

examination by personally signing an exam registration list. This will be possible in the first
sessions 17th of October and afterwards in the department office HoF 2.47 with Mrs. Hofmann
till 26th of October 4 p.m.
Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date electronically via QIS
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Schedule

M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Dr. Georgy Kharlamov

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration..
 The mechanics of securitization, S. Baig & M. Choudhry, Wiley Finance
 Securitization: structuring and investment analysis, A. Davidson, A. Sanders, L. Wolff
& A. Ching, Wiley Finance

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course abbreviation:
INVP

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Advanced Investment and Pension Finance

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The first part of this course will introduce mortality tables and mortality laws (period vs. cohort
tables, Exponential and Gompertz Makeham laws). Subsequently, different types of live
annuities will be introduced and priced. Based on this, we investigate into different pension
plan designs. The second part deals with modeling long—term investments. We first introduce
alternative approaches to describe stochastic capital market returns and discuss the relation
between the normal and the log—normal distribution. Subsequently, we analyze a variety of
investment risk measures (e.g. volatility, shortfall risk measures, Value at Risk). The course
concludes with an analysis of time diversification of equity returns and its application in case—
study—based investment decisions
By participating in this module, students acquire the skills to understand and replicate the
regularly (in the academic literature as well as in the corporate practice) used financial and
actuarial methods for the evaluation and modeling of pensions and other long—term
investments. The module equips the student with instruments from the financial and actuarial
sciences by means of which they are able to independently quantitatively analyze alternative
investment approaches and to analyze and classify the obtained results according to the correct
context. Participants acquire the ability to effectively structure and communicate economic
content in both written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance is also
acquired. The ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods is also acquired.
Attention: Registration required. The number of participants is limited to 36 students.
Investment und Modern Portfolio Management
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Dr. Barbara Kaschützke, Prof. Dr. Raimond Maurer
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration..
— Moshe A. Milevsky (2006): The Calculus of Retirement Income: Financial Models for Pension
Annuities and Life Insurance, Cambridge University Press
— Hubener et al. (2014), Optimal Portfolio Choice with Annuities and Life Insurance for Retired
Couples, in: Review of Finance 18 (1): 147—188.
— Chai et al (2011), Optimal Portfolio Choice over the Life Cycle with Flexible Work,
Endogenous Retirement, and Lifetime Payouts, in: Review of Finance 15 (4): 875–907.
— Maurer et al. (2009), Managing contribution and capital market risk in a funded public
defined benefit plan: Impact of CVaR cost constraints, in: Insurance: Mathematics and
Economics 45: 25—34.

Course abbreviation:
ALMI

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Asset and Liability Management in Insurance Companies

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The goals of the ALMI lecture are to understand asset and liability management strategies used
in insurance companies, and to understand the new Solvency II insurance regulatory rules. The
contents of the ALMI lecture are separated into three categories: Liability Management, Asset
Management, and Asset Liability Management and Solvency II. The first part – Liability
Management – focuses on topics such as risk pooling, insurance pricing, estimation of reserves,
risk sharing, reinsurance, alternative risk transfer, and capital management. Students are
supposed to understand the sources of risks in insurance companies, and to learn techniques
to measure and limit these risks. For the Asset Management part, the lecture applies classic
pricing methods as well as performance measurements to the insurance context. Specifically, in
this part students are expected to practice knowledge such as Markowitz Diversification,
CAPM, Performance Measurements, and Dynamic Financial Analysis. In addition, the second
part offers insights into the regulatory framework for insurers’ investment policies. The last
part – Asset Liability Management – integrates both asset management and liability
management strategies to arrive at an integrated risk management of insurance companies. It
aims to help students understand the motivation and importance of conducting ALM, and to
further equip students with methodologies such as simultaneous and classic modeling based on
the Markowitz approach. Furthermore, policyholders’ reactions on the default risks of insurers
are also incorporated as one of the topics. We also discuss the envisaged Solvency II regulatory
regime and its implications for ALM
Understand Liability Management strategies used in insurance companies
Understand asset management strategies used in insurance companies
Understand integrated risk management in insurance companies, especially in the context of
Solvency II. Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and
Finance.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Dr. Helmut Gründl

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration..
— Hull, J. (2010). Risk management and financial institutions (2nd ed.): Pearson
— Harrington, S. E., & Niehaus, G. (2003). Risk management and insurance (2nd). Boston,
Mass.; London: McGraw—Hill.
— Gastel, R. (1995). Reinsurance: Fundamentals and new challenges (3rd). New York, NY:
Insurance Information Institute Press.
— Hull, J. (2012). Options, futures and other derivatives: Global edition (8th ed.). Harlow:
Pearson Education Ltd.
— Sandström, A. (2011). Handbook of solvency for actuaries and risk managers: Theory and
practice. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press.

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course abbreviation:
POMA

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Portfolio Management

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

This course aims at equipping students with the most relevant fundamental methods of
Quantitative Portfolio Management. While thoroughly introducing the theoretical
concepts, the particular focus of this lecture will be on aspects of their implementation
in the investment practice. We will look at strategic as well as tactical asset allocation
for equity and bond portfolios, portfolio insurance strategies and the fundamentals of
asset-liability management. Another focus of the course is on passive and active equity
portfolio management. The course is completed by an introduction into risk models.
The course includes an excursion to the Frankfurt office of Allianz Global Investors.
Theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Finance and Asset
Management. LGMMF-3, LGBWL-2
This module is limited to 36 participants.
Students, who want to take this course, have to take part in the allocation procedure
within the application period.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in the fields of Quantitative Economics, Quantitative Finance, Quantitative
Management, Quantitative Marketing, and Law and Quantitative Economics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Hon. Prof. Thomas Stephan, PhD

Course and Exam language

English

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Grinold, Kahn: Active Portfolio Management Kleeberg, Schlenger: Handbuch Asset
Allocation (German) Stephan: Strategische Asset Allocation in
Lebensversicherungsunternehmen (German)

Course abbreviation:
DER2

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Derivatives II

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

In this course we will discuss the valuation of derivative securities using models in
continuous time. We start with a discussion of some stochastic processes and tools in
stochastic analysis that are important for the valuation of options. We then derive the
fundamental partial differential equation and treat the martingale based approach to
pricing derivatives. The most relevant special case is the model of Black and Scholes for
which we are able to derive the famous valuation formula for options based on the
theory treated before. We then discuss dynamic hedging of options and the concept of
implied volatility. The latter motivates the treatment of alternative models including
jumps and stochastic volatility. Afterwards, we briefly discuss numerical methods which
enable the valuation of exotic options. At the end of the course, we outline one or two
advanced topics that draw on the content covered before.
Students will first receive an overview of the most important types of stochastic
processes relevant for the valuation of derivative securities. The focus here is on the
mathematical and statistical tools needed for the analysis of continuous—time models,
most of all on Ito’s lemma. The first application of these methods is martingale—based
pricing. The most relevant special case of continuous—time models is the Black—
Scholes model, for which an explicit option pricing equation is derived on the basis of
the techniques discussed earlier. Within the Black—Scholes model the issue of dynamic
hedging will be discussed next. The concept of implied volatility then leads over to the
discussion of alternative models featuring jumps or stochastic volatility. The next topic
is simulation, with the help of which students will be able to price also exotic
derivatives.
Students are able to reproduce the key steps in the valuation of derivative securities in
continuous—time models. Students acquire detailed knowledge about the fundamental
mathematical concepts underlying the valuation. Students are able to extract
information about the underlying model from market data. Students receive job—
market relevant insights into the valuation and application of different type of
derivative securities in trading, risk management, and corporate finance.
—
Basic knowledge of option pricing (several period binomial model).
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Dr. Christian Schlag

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Hull, John C. “Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives” (8th edition, 2012)

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course abbreviation:
DER3

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Derivatives 3: Numerical Methods for Derivatives Pricing

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

In this course we will discuss basic numerical methods for the valuation of derivative
securities, like Monte Carlo simulation, finite difference methods, and regression-based
valuation of American options in detail. We will mostly focus on equity derivatives in
the geometric Brownian motion framework, but we will also discuss alternative models
like the Heston stochastic volatility model or Merton’s jump-diffusion model. The
course is not meant to be a course in numerical mathematics, its focus is rather on the
basics of a set of very useful numerical techniques, which are widely applied in industry
practice and in research. The implementation will be done in GNU Octave (a free
MATLAB-like programming environment).
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance
of International Economics and Economic Policy. - LGIIEP-3, LGMMF-3
Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods. - LGIIEP-4, LGMMF-4
—
Basic knowledge of option pricing (several period binomial model).
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in the fields of Quantitative Economics, Quantitative Finance, Quantitative
Management, Quantitative Marketing, and Law and Quantitative Economics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Dr. Christian Schlag
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
 Hull, J.C.: Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives (8th edition, 2012)
 Seydel, U.: Tools for Computational Finance (4th edition, 2009)
 Glasserman, P.: Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering (1st edition,
2003)
 Rouah, F.D.; Vainberg, G.: Option Pricing Models and Volatility Using Excel VBA (2007)

Course abbreviation:
REFE

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Real Estate Finance and Economics

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The course is introduces students to the fundamentals of real estate markets and
provides concepts and techniques for analyzing financial decisions in real estate
development and investment. We study the economic forces driving housing and
mortgage markets, and their interactions with the wider macro economy. The class
starts with an analysis of house price movements. An overview over real estate
liabilities, real estate investments and real estate risks will be provided. We consider
real estate property development and (pricing of) mortgage liabilities, with focus on
residential properties. The course may be supplemented with E-learning components.

Goals/competency targets






Students will have a broad understanding of the real estate market (LGBWL-1)
Students will be capable of evaluating house price movements in the context
of financial markets (LGMMF-3,LGBWL-2)
Students will be familiar with valuation techniques to analyze residential real
estate and property development (LGMMF-3)
Students will be familiar with issues arising from different approaches of
measuring house prices and will perform a number of empirical valuation
analyses using real-world data. (LGBWL-2, LGMMF-3).

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Jun. Prof. Johannes Strobel, Ph.D.
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

English
Grading will be based on a written exam of 60 minutes duration (50% to 70%) and 3 to
5 homework assignments (10% each). Each partial requirement needs to be passed with
a grade of 4.0 or better.
 Urban Economics and Real Estate Markets,” Denise DiPasquale and William
Wheaton; ”Real Estate Finance and Investments,” William Brueggeman and
Jeffrey Fisher
 Additional references might be given in class.

Course abbreviation:
QMFT

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Quantitative Macro Finance Theory

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

The course discusses some modern dynamic models of the macroeconomy. It is
intended for masters’ level students with an interest in macroeconomics, finance, and
monetary policy. We will also cover some basic numerical tools to solve these models.
Familiarity with Matlab will be helpful but is not required.

Goals/competency targets






Students will acquire competence in analyzing business cycles and in
understanding their relevance for aggregate market outcomes (LGBWL-1).
Students will discuss current research concerning the interplay between
financial markets and institutions on the one side and the real economy on
the other and learn how to apply insights from this research when
quantitively analyzing macroeconomic problems (LGBWL-2; LGMMF-3,
LGMMF-4, LGMSQ-1).
Students will independently implement advanced quantitative methods to
solve new problems and discuss the associated results (LGMMF-4, LGMSQ-2,
LGMSQ-3

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Joao Gomes, Ph.D.

Course and Exam language

English

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

100% Homework
 The main reference are my own lecture notes. A good textbook to
complement the class discussions is:
 Wickens, Michael, [MW] ”Macroeconomic Theory: A Dynamic General
Equilibrium Approach”, Princeton University Press, 2nd edition 2012.

Course abbreviation:
IFIN

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Course name:
Insurance and Finance

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Description

Insurers are the second main pillar in the financial system, next to banks. Insurers
employ 1 million people in the European Union; they hold €10 trillion financial assets
and have virtually every household and every corporation as a customer. Insurers are
often wrongly equated with banks but have a fundamentally different business model.
Insurers have an important role in the economy. They allow risk taking and thereby
foster innovation and growth; they can act as stabilisers in the financial system due to
their long-term investments and they create social financial networks through the
mutualisation of risks. This course gives a concise and rigorous insight into the purpose,
role and regulation of insurance. Key items include:
1. The essence of insurance and its delimitation from other financial activities.
2. The analytical foundation of insurance: risk and uncertainty; adverse selection
and moral hazard; mutualisation, diversification and the law of large
numbers.
3. Interaction of insurance with the economy and the financial system: the
economic and financial role of insurance. The role of capital, liquidity and
leverage.
4. Insurance products, services and markets: a brief overview.
5. The regulation of insurance at European and international level: key policy
issues.
This course is relevant for students who have a keen and comprehensive interest in
finance, financial stability and financial regulation and who are aware that focusing on
the banking system alone covers only part of the relevant issues in the area. The course
is also relevant for students with a macro economic interest who want to understand
the key role of long-term savings and investment and the stabilisation this also has for
reducing short-term uncertainty. And finally, the course is interesting for students who
like to work in the financial sector in the future.

Goals/competency targets





Students will understand the basic concepts of insurance and the specific role
of insurance in the economy and financial system (LGBWL-1, LGBWL-3),
(LGMMF-2, LGMMF-3), (LGIIEP-2, LGIIEP-3).
Students will understand the key concepts and mathematical tools of
insurance, such adverse selection, moral hazard, the law of large numbers,
etc. (LGBWL-1, LGBWL-2) (LGMMF-3, LGMMF-4), (LGIIEP-3, LGIIEP-4).
Students will understand the difference between insurance and banking and

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours



the different balance sheet structures of insurers versus banks (LGBWL-1),
(LGMMF-3, LGMMF-4), (LGIIEP-3, LGIIEP-4).
Students will understand the key elements of insurance regulation and
supervision in Germany and Europe (LGBWL-1), (LGMMF-4), (LGIIEP-4).

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Dr. Christian Thimann

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

—

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course abbreviation:
ACOF

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Advanced Corporate Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This is an elective (specialization) course, which fits into 2nd year Master program. It
requires some fundamentals of financial markets, products and institutions, as covered
in basic and intermediate finance classes like Finanzen 1, 2, and 3 in the Bachelor
program, or in the Corporate Finance and Capital Markets Core Courses (Master
program).
Content-wise, the lecture provides a Master-level treatment of important corporate
finance issues. The headlight is on equity, debt, and financial strategy.

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

In Advanced Corporate Finance, students will learn how to critically and independently
evaluate practitioners' rules on how to finance a firm, based on financial theory. in
particular, students should understand the following aspects:
 How theoretical and em,pirical findings can improve financial management of a
firm. (LGBWL-1, LGBWL-2, LGMMF-1, LGMMF-3)
 The concept of value based management and its application in the decision
making process in Corporate Finance. (LGBWL-1, LGBWL-2, LGBWL-3 / LGMMF1, LGMMF-2, LGMMF-3)
 What are the conflicts of interest between investors and management of a firm,
and how they can be addressed and mitigated, and mechanisms of corporate
control and their influence on a firm's financial policy. (LGBWL-1, LGBWL-2,
LGBWL-3 / LGMMF-1, LGMMF-2, LGMMF-3)
—
Corporate Finance and Valuation, Capital Markets and Asset Pricing
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Information Technologies
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in the fields of Quantitative Economics, Quantitative Finance, Quantitative
Management, Quantitative Marketing, and Law and Quantitative Economics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Jan Pieter Krahnen
—

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
MMIC

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
The Micro- and Macroeconomic Role of Insurance Companies

Active course time:

Self—study (hours per semester):

Description

Goals/competency targets

34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
146 hours
Insurance companies play a vital role: for individuals that seek to decrease uncertainty of
wealth, for businesses that want to manage business risk, for the real economy by
providing funds and pooling risks, and for the financial market by being important
counterparties in numerous financial transactions. In this course we will shed light on
these different roles of insurance companies. We will compare the implications for
different stakeholders and (insurance) markets in general. In the first part of the course,
we will provide the basics for understanding the different roles of insurance companies,
that include the microeconomics of insurance demand and information asymmetries in
insurance markets, the specifics of life insurance and its regulation, the relation between
economic growth and insurance penetration, the behavior of insurers as asset investors,
and the relation between financial crises and insurance companies. In the second part of
the course, participants will present research papers that examine specific details about
these different roles of insurance companies. Based on their presentation, participants
are required to hand in a written homework about the policy implications of the
presented research. The final 60 minute exam will comprise the discussion of two
presented research papers.






Enrollment requirements

Students are familiar with the most topical issues in the research area of
Insurance, the underlying economic theories, and empirical evidence. (LGBWL-1,
LGMMF-3, LGIEEP-3)
Students are able to make themselves familiar with a topic by reviewing top
grade published contributions to the relevant literature, to critically assess
existing research, to put research results into perspective, and, finally, to draw
their own conclusions (LGBWL-1, LGIEEP-3, LGMMF-3).
Students are able to communicate results of their work clearly and
comprehensively in both written and oral form (LGBWL-4, LGMMF-1, LGIEEP-1).
Students are able to discuss contents presented by others in a constructive way
(LGBWL-4, LGMMF-1, LGIEEP-1).

The number of students is limited to 50. Interested students need to apply for a spot by
sending (a) a cover letter (max. 600 words) to kubitza@finance.uni-frankfurt.de. Please
describe in the cover letter your motivation for taking the course. The deadline for
submitting the cover letter is 3rd of April - 12:00 CET. Selected students will be informed
by email whether they can attend the course or which position they have in the waiting

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

list. The deadline for the examination registration and withdrawal is 5th to 18th of
April. Students that are not registered for the exam by that date will have to vacate their
spot and this spot will be given to students from the waiting list.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Information Technologies
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Helmut Gründl, Christian Kubitza, M.Sc.
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Final exam (60 minutes) accounting for 60% of the total grade + homework assignments
accounting for 40% of the total grade. In order to pass the course, students need to get at
least the grade "sufficient" (4.0) in each part, i.e. in the exam and the assignments.

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Final exam (60 minutes) accounting for 60% of the total grade + homework assignments
accounting for 40% of the total grade. In order to pass the course, students need to get at
least the grade "sufficient" (4.0) in each part, i.e. in the exam and the assignments.





Recommended literature

Thimann et al. (2017): The Economics of Insurance and the Macroeconomic
Role of Insurance. In Hufeld, F. et al (Eds), The Economics, Regulation, and
Systemic Risk of Insurance Markets (pp. 5-78). Oxford, U.K.: Oxford University
Press.
Zweifel, Eisen (2012): Insurance Economics. Heidelberg: Springer.
Dionne (2013): Handbook of Insurance. New York: Springer.

Course abbreviation:
HFAI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Finance

Course name:
Hedge Funds and Alternative Investments
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
The objective of this course is to provide an in—depth overview of alternative assets, alternative
investments strategies, options theory, real—life examples, hands—on modeling, the use of
financial data, and in—depth business applications. Students will be able to assess asset—
allocation and risk management models and provide investment recommendations for hedge
funds, investment banks, investment companies, pension funds, and insurers.
Through the use of practical examples, i.e. using financial data and detailed business
applications, students will develop the ability to interpret and implement strategies. After
completing the class, they will be able to use and evaluate models of asset allocation and risk
management, and to give investment advice to hedge funds, investment banks, pension funds
and insurance companies.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
MA in Modern East Asian Studies
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Loriana Pelizzon, PhD
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
One 90—minute exam (100%), or essay (100%, circa 25 pages), or 3 to 5 compositions (2 pages
each, 10% per composition)
Mark J. P. Anson, Donald R. Chambers, Keith H. Black, and Hossein Kazemi, An Introduction to
Core Topics in Alternative Investments, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2012, Second Edition

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course abbreviation:
MEAC
Course name:
Mergers and Acquisitions
Description

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Finance
Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Corporate managers and their professional advisors must be familiar with major corporate
restructuring transactions. These include mergers & acquisitions (M&A), but also sell-offs,
spin-offs, equity carveouts, share repurchases, and leveraged recapitalizations among others. This
interdisciplinary course draws from finance, economics, law, accounting and strategy to build a
framework for understanding these transactions. The course takes seriously the often—
conflicting goals of key players — directors, managers, stockholders, creditors, and employees —
each trying to maximize their own interests subject to various behavioral, legal, and market
constraints. The course begins with an examination of the structure and governance of the
public corporation. The conflicts of interest between corporate managers and stockholders,
which are often key issues in M&A transactions, are identified and the market forces and legal
rules that help to resolve these conflicts are discussed. The course also provides practical
training in the various valuation techniques that real—world managers and professional advisors
use to evaluate restructuring transactions. Students are expected to use these techniques to
analyze the restructuring transactions under discussion. At the same time, the course deals
straightforwardly with the limits of these techniques. Next, the course covers the theoretical
rationales for each of the various restructuring transactions. The available empirical evidence is
examined to help sort out which motivations are most important and to shed light on how the
transactions impact the welfare of managers, stockholders and other corporate stakeholders.
Students completing the course successfully should be well positioned to better understand
and take part in major corporate restructuring efforts, without falling prey to “black-box”
analytical arguments that often hide the complexity and uncertainty of the restructuring
landscape.
Students will develop an understanding of the different forms of mergers and acquisitions, as
well as of their legal and economic foundations. They will be able to value corporations and
analyze transactions. These skills will be developed through case studies in teams. After
completing the class, students can critically assess the regulatory and societal framework of
M&A, as well as the effect M&A has on investors, stakeholders and society at large.
—
Solid foundational knowledge accounting and corporate financing
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Information Technologies
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

One semester
Prof. Dr. Mark Wahrenburg, PhD, Jan Weidner
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Grading will be 100% based on an individual assignment of about 25 pages (Hausarbeit). There
will be no exam. The assignment will be a series of written reports which shall be presented
and discussed in class on request. Parts of the assignment are prepared in teams whereas the
individual contribution needs to be clearly stated. Students are required to attend the class
sessions and to prepare pre—reading assignments and homework assignments that will be
announced in class. Students must demonstrate on request their preparation of these
assignments. Grading requires that students comply with the above stated requirements for
class attendance and preparation. The final grade will be the average of the graded cases
All required readings will be put on the learning platform OLAT. They include a number of
articles as well as selected chapters from textbooks. The course is mainly based on the
textbook "Introduction to Mergers, Acquisitions, & Other Restructuring Activities", by
DePamphilis (7th Edition). Supporting online learning material is available when the book is
purchased. If you look for an additional reference for the valuation aspects of the course
(optional), a good book would be Investment Banking — Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and
Mergers & Acquisitions, by Rosenbaum and Pearl, John Wiley & Sons, 2009, or Valuation:
Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies, Third Edition, by Copeland, Koller and
Murrin, John Wiley & Sons, 2000. Brealey and Myers’ textbook Principles of Corporate Finance
will also be useful. You will find a lot of helpful material on valuation of corporations on the
much appreciated website of Aswath Damodaran.
(http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/New_Home_Page/sitemap.htm).

Course abbreviation:
VAFA

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Valuation of Financial Assets
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course explores the theory of asset valuation and its applications to the pricing of financial
instruments, such as, for example, bonds, stocks, futures, and options. The pricing problem of
financial assets will be analyzed both in a partial and in a general equilibrium framework. Both
discrete time and continuous time techniques will be considered.
During this class, students deepen their knowledge of financial markets, of the valuation of
financial assets, of arbitrage and interest, as well as of risk premia. The main goal of this class is
to familiarize students with the theory of the valuation of financial assets. Additionally, part of
the class will apply this theoretical knowledge practically. Students use different methods to
value financial assets independently, and evaluate the results.
—
Students are expected to have a general understanding of finance, probability theory, and
statistics. In addition, a solid mathematical background including linear algebra, multivariate
calculus and optimization theory is required. Knowledge of Excel and mathematics software,
such as Matlab (preferred), or related software (for example, Octave), is also required.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in the fields of Quantitative Economics, Quantitative Finance, Quantitative Management,
Quantitative Marketing, and Law and Quantitative Economics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Giuliano Curatola, PhD

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Text: Introduction to the Economics and Mathematics of Financial Markets, by Jakša Cvitanić
and Fernando Zapatero.
Additional references might be given during the lecture.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course abbreviation:
FISY

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Financial Systems
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course is thought to Master students in the field of finance. It offers a substantiated view
about issues of Financial Systems and tools to analyze them. Against this background the
course is divided in three parts. The first part covers the basic topics of international banking
that is first the need for financial intermediation and thereby for financial intermediaries;
second, topics concerning banking behavior as strategy and merger & acquisition; third,
regulation setting the rules for international banking and last other financial institutions like
capital markets and insurance companies which complete the institutions within a financial
system.
The second (major) part deals with the setup and the analysis of financial systems in a general
context. But it also covers in—depth the financial systems of Germany, France, United Kingdome
and the United States. The main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the importance of
each part of a financial system which is the financial sector, the corporate (non—financial)
sector, corporate governance and the way this fit together. The course also refers to
macroeconomic impacts of banking and financial systems by discussing the field of financial
systems’ design and economic growth.
The third part introduces the field of development finance and especially micro finance as a
relatively new tool in banking. Thereby, this chapter covers the evolution of development
finance within several decades and discusses strategies and success. It also touches ethics
aspects of development/micro finance and provides a theoretical framework for a commercial
approach in micro finance. Last, students get to know with the challenges of development
finance and in detail with micro finance as a special part of some Financial Systems.
At the end of this course students are able to access problems of Financial Systems and to
detect future challenges. They are provided with a toolbox to analyze Financial Systems and to
derive conclusions about stability and consistency for different countries.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schmidt
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam.
Specific research papers will be assigned to each lecture.
Students are asked to read recent articles in this field as well as the most recent summaries
and outlooks given by international organizations like the Bank for International settlement
(BIS), the Bundesbank or the Federal Reserve (FED).

Course abbreviation:
CNMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Complex Networks – Methods and Algorithms
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
This course represents an introduction to concepts and methods from complex network
theory. Many complex systems in nature, technology or society can be represented as
networks consisting of nodes connected by links. Such an approach has not only revealed
structural regularities in different types of systems, e.g. food webs and social networks,
suggesting common underlying mechanisms and concepts, but is also used to study the
influence of the corresponding network structure on the behavior and function of the system.
Recently methods from complex network theory have been applied to financial data and
models, often to access systemic risk arising from the interconnections of the corresponding
systems.
Students will become familiar with the following concepts: basic network models; sampling
techniques; spreading, percolation and cascade processes on networks; network control;
network models for financial systems.
—
Knowledge of probability theory, linear algebra and calculus
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Nils Bertschinger

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (3SWS)
2 CP: Final Exam
English
(i) 90 minute exam (100%) or (ii) 90 minute exam (80%) and problem sets (20%)
Will be announced in class.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Course abbreviation:
MSFM

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Course name:
Microstructure of Financial Markets
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
This course provides an intermediate level treatment of several issues involved in
understanding the microstructure of modern financial markets. In the traditional approach to
financial economics the price formation process is a ‘black box’ in which there is no explicit role
for financial market structure. However, the way securities are actually traded is far removed
from the idealized picture of a frictionless and self-equilibrating market. Market microstructure
is the study of the process and outcomes of exchanging assets under explicit trading rules. Two
key concepts of real-world markets – liquidity and price discovery – are central to understand
the impact of these rules on the behavior of institutional investors, broker-dealers, and other
market participants. Recent developments in financial markets brought about by technological
advancements and regulatory initiatives (such as MiFID in the EU) have led to far-reaching
changes in the structure of secondary markets. Examples of such changes include the advent of
algorithmic and high-frequency trading, increased market fragmentation and popularity of
alternative trading venues such as dark pools.
Learning Outcomes: After examining the basics of the institutional settings of today’s securities
markets, students will move on to advanced issues such as measuring liquidity, understanding
the relationship between order flow and liquidity, issues involved in market design, and
implications of liquidity and liquidity risk on asset prices.
—
An introductory general course in finance and/or one on securities/investments/asset pricing is
strongly recommended. Additionally, some experience working with data and a basic
understanding of econometrics is also recommended.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Satchit Sagade

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (3SWS)
2 CP: Final Exam
English

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

90 minute exam (70%) and problem sets (30%)
1.) Foucault, T., M. Pagano, and Röell (2013): Market Liquidity: Theory, Evidence and Policy:
OUP
2.) Hasbrouck, J. (2007): Empirical Market Microstructure. OUP

Course abbreviation:
RMIB

Course type:
Compulsory elective — Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester): 3 CP (90 h)

Course name:
Banking Risk Management Frameworks
Description

Active course time:
23 h (2 semester hours per week)
Risk management is a core competency of banks. Nevertheless, the financial crisis has
demonstrated that while risk models are fairly advanced at a number of banks, risk culture and
risk governance is still not fully developed at many banks. Thus this course is focused on the
more qualitative elements of risk management, including relevant regulatory requirements.
You will become familiar with the following topics:
• International and national banking regulation (Basel I, II and III, CRD II to IV, SolvV, MaRisk)
• Governance of risk management (Three lines of defence model, role of the CRO, roles of risk
committees)
• Risk strategy and appetite (Business and risk strategy, limitation of risks)
• Risk management processes for Pillar 1 risk types (market risk, credit risk, OpRisk)
• Risk management processes for Pillar 2 risk types (reputational risk, strategic/business risk,
liquidity risk)
• Risk mitigation strategies (hedging, risk transfer, avoidance etc.)
• Risk reporting & disclosure (management and regulatory reporting on risk)
After completion of the supplementary module, students will be able to decide whether
methods and theories are appropriate for certain case studies, and if appropriate apply those
methods and theories. In that way, students will develop a deeper understanding of the course
content, connecting theory and practice, so that they can apply their theoretical knowledge to
practical questions.
Attention: Registration required. The number of participants is limited to 30 students.

Self—study (hours per semester):
67 h

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Students are required to attend the class sessions and to prepare pre—reading assignments and
homework assignments that will be announced in class.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Hon. Prof. Dr. Thomas Kaiser, Prof. Dr. Wahrenburg
—
—

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

2CP: Lecture (2SWS)
1CP: Final Exam
English
(i) 90 minute exam (100%) or (ii) 90 minute exam (80%) and problem sets (20%) or (iii) 90
minute exam (80%) and verbal assessment (20%)
— Mark Laycock: Risk Management at the top, Wiley 2014

Course abbreviation:
ABFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective – Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Advanced Behavioral Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

There is ample evidence that the assumption that agents always make rational decisions in
financial markets does not accurately describe what is observed in reality. The research field of
Behavioral Finance analyzes how systematic deviations from rational behavior affect individual
investor’s decision making as well as aggregate capital market outcomes. The course starts with
an introduction to the most important biases in financial decision making. Then, typical patterns
in buying and selling decisions of investors as well as long—term investment decisions like saving
for retirement are discussed. In the second part of the course, the influence of these heuristics
and biases on aggregate market outcomes is analyzed. In this context, different types of market
efficiency and the concept of ”limits—to—arbitrage” are discussed. Subsequently, the most
prominent return predictabilities in the cross—section of stocks returns and their potential
behavioral explanations are introduced. The course concludes with an outlook on behavioral
corporate finance.
Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Students will learn important heuristics and biases in individual decision making and their impact
on aggregate market outcomes. Students will discuss how to take into account these biases when
making financial decisions and how to reduce their potential negative consequences. Students
will analyze latest research in behavioral finance and learn how to apply these research
approaches to economic problems. Students will discuss selected empirical findings which can
hardly be explained in a rational theoretical framework of financial markets. They will learn
alternative behavioral explanations for these phenomena.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Alexander Hillert
—

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature






Handbook of the Economics of Finance, edited by G.M. Constantinides, M. Harris, and
R.M. Stulz — Volume 1 (2003), Chapter 18: Barberis, N., and R. Thaler: A survey of
behavioral finance — Volume 2 (2013), Chapter 5: Baker, M. and J. Wurgler: Behavioral
corporate finance: An updated survey — Volume 2 (2013), Chapter 22: Barbar, B.M. and
T. Odean: Behavior of individual investors
Ackert, L.F., and R. Deaves, 2010, Behavioral finance – Psychology, decision—making,
and markets, South—Western Cengage Learning, Mason, Ohio.
Thaler, R.H., 2015, Misbehaving – The making of behavioral economics, W.W. Norton &
Company, New York.

Course abbreviation:
BASE

Course Type:
Compulsory elective— Finance

Course name:
Banking and Securitization
Description

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Active course time:
34h (3SWS)
This course gives an introduction to the empirical analysis of banking and securitization. It is an
applied course that builds on the knowledge of basic econometrics (in particular, fixed effects,
instrumental variable estimation, differences—in—differences, etc.). The course is organized
around methodologies frequently employed in empirical banking, and will be enriched by
frequent references to empirical applications. The focus is on current empirical applications
related to the financial crises of 2008. In particular, papers analyzing the incentives problems
related to the securitization process are discussed. The students will be required to thoroughly
read the research papers discussed in class.
Students broaden their conceptual and methodological competencies in those areas. They use
concepts of investment planning and the valuation of financial products. Additionally, students
get a sound knowledge of different financial products, and discuss their use critically. They
develop not only practical skills, that are relevant for the labor market, but are also familiar
with the basics of finance.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Haselmann
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (3SWS)
2 CP: Final Exam
English
(i) 90 minute exam (100%) or (ii) 90 minute exam (80%) and problem sets (20%) or (iii) 90
minute exam (80%) and verbal assessment (20%)
See syllabus

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Course abbreviation:
CRRI

Course type:
Compulsory Elective — Finance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)

Course name:
Credit Risk

Active course time:
34h (3 semester hours per week)

Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Description

This course analyzes credit risk modeling and the pricing of credit derivatives. One of
the goals is to make students familiar with the characteristics of these contracts and to
clarify the relations between them. We introduce the two main approaches to modeling
credit risk (firm value models and reduced—form models). The pros and cons of these
approaches are highlighted. This includes a discussion of the tractability, the practical
relevance, and the typical applications of these models. The emphasis is however on
reduced—form models.
Topics
1. Introduction to Credit Markets
2. Pricing of Corporate Bonds
3. Pricing CDS
4. Correlated Defaults
5. Multi—name Credit Derivatives

Goals/competency targets

Our students will be competent in analysing economic problems and applying
specialized knowledge to different business situations. Advanced theoretical,
methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance. The ability to provide
scientifically—substantiated expertise concerning complex issues faced by society in the
fields of economics, finance, law and economics, management and/or marketing.
—
Basic knowledge of option pricing (several period binomial model).
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

One semester
Prof. Dr. Holger Kraft
—
—

Breakdown

4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

English
Final exam (60 minutes) accounting for 70% of total grade and 3 in—class assignments
(60 minutes each), each accounting for 10% of total grade. In order to pass the course,
students need to get at least the grade "sufficient"(4.0) in each part, i.e. in the exam
and in the sum of the assignments.
The course is based on lecture slides. The textbook reference is “Credit Risk” by Duffie
and Singleton (short: DS). Other references are “Credit Risk Modeling: Theory and
Applications“ by David Lando and “Credit Derivatives Pricing Models: Models, Pricing
and Implementation” by Philip Schoenbucher. Additional reading materials will
complement and expand upon the issues discussed in class.

Recommended literature

Compulsory Electives, Supplementary Courses
Course abbreviation:
CEBA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Central Banking

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The course provides a broad overview of basic conceptions as well as open questions in central
banking. Some lectures are focused on explaining key concepts of central banking is, what
central banks do and why they have become so influential for financial markets and the general
public, especially in the wake of the global financial crisis. In the second part, the course deals
with puzzles and open questions surrounding central banking, giving students a sense of the
debate at the frontier of research. Question—specific lectures include, for example, the zero
bound on nominal interest rates; whether central banks should target the inflation rate or the
price level; whether and how low interest rates are detrimental to financial stability; and
whether central banks will eventually disappear.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

One semester
Livio Stracca, PhD
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

—

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Course abbreviation:
ICOF

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Introduction to Computational Finance

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

This hands—on computer—based course aims at students in the Master of Science in Money
and Finance program with no or limited programming experience. After an introduction to
programming in general and MATLAB in particular, participants will have basic a knowledge
how to approach smaller programming projects. The larger second part will be a hands—on,
self—guided, exercise—style course in which you will solve basic financial problems from the
areas of portfolio selection, investment management, and asset pricing. Topics include multi—
asset portfolio optimization with restrictions as well as Monte Carlo simulation for evaluating
static and dynamic portfolio strategies. Students are expected to be familiar with
the underlying fundamentals from finance.
After completing the supplementary module, students should have advanced theoretical,
methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance as well as the ability to
conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through the application of
scientific methods.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

Attention: The number of participants is limited to 18 students.
During the regsistration period you can go to OLAT, and then hit "Einschreiben". Around mid—
October, 18 students will be allocated to the lecture based on random selection. The students
will be informed by email if they have been chosen to participate and when and where the final
examination registration will take place. The course registration via OLAT does not replace the
personal examination registration. The examination registration will take place within the
period 12th to 25th of October. Withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS and is permitted
up to one week before the examination date.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—
Once yearly

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

One semester
Dr. Philipp Gerlach
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a 90—minute multimedia based examination (e—exam).

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
CBMU

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Central Banking and Monetary Union
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

The course will review the main stages of the 2007-2016 crisis, analyse the economic, financial,
social and political legacy of the crisis so far, and rationalise the economic, financial and
institutional transformations under way.


Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written
and oral form.



Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in the area of
monetary unions.



Ability to conduct policy analysis in the area of monetary policy .

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
11th to 24th of April 2019.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Honorary Professor Dr. Francesco Mongelli
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
100% project report



De Grauwe, P. (2016), The Economics of Monetary Unions, 11th ed., Oxford University
Press.
ECB (2011), The Monetary Policy of the ECB,
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/monetarypolicy2011en.pdf

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Course abbreviation:
GASA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Global Asset Allocation
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The course covers five main topics in the area of international finance:
(i) stylised facts in the risk-return profile and key characteristics of international financial
portfolios;
(ii) the structure of the asset management industry and stylised facts on cross border portfolio
flows;
(iii) the global financial cycle (in particular the shifts between ”risk on” and ”risk off” episodes)
as driver of portfolio flows and asset returns in different countries, and the role of
internationally active financial intermediaries (e.g. global banks);
(iv) the role of country fundamentals and policies in driving portfolio flows; and
(v) policy implications of volatile portfolio flows for advanced and emerging markets.
The aim of the course is to provide an accessible entry to the growing literature in this area and
to provide stylised facts and suggestions for further reading and research. The slides will be
posted online before each lecture, and the course may also foresee seminars led by the
students.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule



Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic and financial content in
both written and oral forms to different audiences, e.g. from academia, government
and business.



Advanced conceptual and empirical knowledge of international finance issues.



Ability to focus, work autonomously, develop own critical views, speak up in public
and think innovatively.

Examination registration takes place electronically via QIS within the period 11th of April to
31st of May 2019. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination date.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

One semester
Livio Stracca, Ph.D.
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a 90-minute exam.
Part 1: Stylised facts in the risk-return profile and key characteristics of international financial
portfolios (2 lectures)


Eun, C.S., Resnick, B.G., and S. Sabherwal (ERS, 2012). International Finance (Global
Edition). McGraw-Hill.



Cesa Bianchi, A., Cespedes, L. and A. Rebucci (2015): ”Global Liquidity, House Prices,
and the Macroeconomy: Evidence from Advanced and Emerging Economies”, Journal
of Money, Credit and Banking, 47, S1, 301-335.



Jordà, O., Knoll, K., Kuvshinov, D., Schularick, M. and A. Taylor (2017): ”The Rate of
Return on Everything, 1870–2015”, NBER Working Paper 24112.



Koijen, R. S. J., Moskowitz, T. J., Pedersen, L. H. and E. B. Vrugt (2013): ”Carry”, NBER
Working Paper 19325.

Part 2: The structure of the asset management industry and stylised facts on cross border
portfolio flows and stocks (3 lectures)


Ahmed, S., Curcuru, S. A., Warnock, F. E. and A. Zlate (2016): ”Decomposing
International Portfolio Flows”, mimeo.



Burger, J., Warnock, F. E. and V. Warnock (2018): ”Benchmarking Portfolio Flows”,
IMF Economic Review, 66, 3, 527-563.



Coeurdacier, N., and H. Rey (2013): ”Home Bias in Open Economy Financial
Macroeconomics”, Journal of Economic Literature, 51, 1, 63–115.



Koepke, R. (2018): ”What drives capital flows to emerging markets? A survey of the
empirical literature”, Journal of Economic Surveys, forthcoming.



Zucman, G. (2015): The Hidden Wealth of Nations, Chicago: University of Chicago

Press.
Part 3: The global financial cycle (2 lectures)


Cerutti, E., Claessens, S. and A. Rose (2017): ”How Important is the Global Financial
Cycle? Evidence from Capital Flows”, NBER Working Paper 23699.



Habib, M. and F. Venditti (2018): ”The global financial cycle: implications for the
global economy and the euro area”, ECB Economic Bulletin, 6/18.



Scheubel, B., Stracca, L. and C. Tille (2018): ”The Global Financial Cycle and sudden
shifts in capital flows: A wobbly link”, mimeo.

Part 4: The role of country fundamentals and policies in driving portfolio flows (2 lectures)


Forbes, K. and F. Warnock (2012): "Capital Flow Waves: Surges, Stops, Flight and
Retrenchment", Journal of International Economics, 88 ,2, 235-251.

Part 5: Policy implications of volatile portfolio flows for advanced and emerging markets (3
lectures)


Benigno, G. and Luca Fornaro (2014): ”The financial resource curse”, Scandinavian
Journal of Economics, 116, 1, 58-86.



Blanchard, O., Ostry, J. D. and M. Chamon (2017): ”Are Capital Inflows Expansionary
or Contractionary? Theory, Policy Implications, and Some Evidence", IMF Economic
Review, 65, 3, 563-585.



G20: The IMF’s Institutional View on Capital Flows in Practice, 2018, available at
https://www.imf.org/external/np/g20/pdf/2018/073018.pdf.

Course abbreviation:
IMOP

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
The Implementation of Monetary Policy
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

This course examines the instruments used by central banks to steer financial conditions in
order to achieve their final objectives. We first look at ”conventional” monetary policy aimed at
steering the level of short term money market rates by adjusting the supply of liquidity to the
money market. We then examine “unconventional” monetary policy as pursued by a number of
central banks in the aftermath of the crisis. Among these measures examined are asset
purchase programs and the use of forward guidance to steer interest rates of longer maturity.
As well as describing the instruments, we review underlying theory and the empirical evidence
regarding the effectiveness of the various instruments.


Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written
and oral forms to audiences in academia, government and business.




Advanced conceptual and empirical knowledge of monetary policy implementation.
Ability to conduct policy and economic analysis and draft recommendations through
the application of scientific methods.

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
11th to 31st of May 2019. Withdrawal is permitted up to one week before the examination
date.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
—
Once yearly
One semester
Gabriel Fagan
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.


There is no specific textbook for this course. Readings will be assigned for each
lecture. However, the following provide a good overview of the material that will be
covered:

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
67 hours



Dieter Gerdesmeier (2015), Fundamentals of Monetary Policy in the Euro Area:
Concepts - Markets - Institutions. Bookbon.



Jane E. Ihrig, Ellen E. Meade, and Gretchen C. Weinbach (2015). ”Monetary Policy 101:
A Primer on the Fed’s Changing Approach to Policy Implementation,” Finance and
Economics Discussion Series 2015-047. Washington: Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System.



European Central Bank (2011), The Monetary Policy of the ECB, Chapter 4.

Course abbreviation:
EXFI

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Excel for Finance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
1.

Introduction: Getting Started Foundations: spreadsheets, cells, formulas, formatting
Outline of project assignment

2.

Cash-flow Model I: Structuring Projections Absolute vs. relative referencing, naming
cells, analyzing formulas, time General design rules

3.

Cash-flow Model II: Calculating Profitability Basic functions: sums, rounding etc.,
financial measures, logics

4.

Cash-flow Model III: Representing Results Charts: row, column, x-y, sparklines etc.;
sensitivity analysis Advanced formatting: hiding, grouping

5.

Time Series I: Describing Datastatistical measures: self-made and build-in functions

6.

Time Series II: Testing Hypotheses Distributions: normal, Student’s t, F, Chi square

7.

Time Series III: Finding Connections Linear regression: functions, tools, matrices

8.

Simulation I: Evaluating Strategies Random numbers, stochastic processes

9.

Simulation II: Keeping Track VBA part 1: macro recording, control structures

10. Simulation III: Providing Transparency VBA part 2: variables, constants, formulas, selfmade functions
11. Portfolios I: Minimizing Risk Solver: optimization, target value search
12. Portfolio II: Consolidating Input Checks, input forms, cell protection, value lookup
13. Portfolio III: Structuring Outputfilters, partial results, conditional sum, pivot tables,
conditional formatting
14. Wrap-Up: Presenting Projects
Excel is a common tool for modeling und analyzing number driven problems, hence especially
those common in finance. Going beyond just quick-and-dirty calculations, its spreadsheet
structure and integrated functionality make extensive data analysis possible. Starting from

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

scratch without assuming any prior knowledge, we are going to get acquainted with formulas,
diagrams, and add-ins for data analysis. Hands-on applications covered are cash-flow models
(basic functions, cell referencing, charts), time series (statistics incl. linear regression),
simulation (random numbers, VBA), and portfolios (optimization, data input and management).
All examples are implemented together in real-time.
Upon successful completion of this elective course, students are able to model and analyze
financial problems using Excel spreadsheets. Students will possess a working knowledge of the
general possibilities and limitations of Excel and can judge when best to employ this software,
and how to add own algorithms using Visual Basic (VBA).
This module is limited to 50 participants.
Students, who want to take this course, have to take part in the allocation procedure within
the application period from September 17th to October 5th, via LSF course enrolment.
If the number of applicants exceeds the number of participants, the assignments will be drawn
by lots. That is, at the end of the application period, all enrolments made within the application
period are taken into account on an equal basis.
The result of the allocation procedure will probably be available from October 9th, in QIS-LSF
via My Functions > My Lectures.
A successful assignment (”application status ZU-accepted”) entitles students to register for the
exam, but does not replace it! The exam registration and withdrawal takes place from 11th to
24th of October in person by signature and is mainly carried out in the first session on 18th of
October. A failure to register for the exam automatically leads to the loss of the assignment out
of the allocation procedure. A failure to register for the exam automatically leads to the loss of
the assignment out of the allocation procedure.
Students, who did not take part in the allocation procedure or did not get an assignment, may
not be allowed for registration.

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Leo Cremer
—
—
—

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks): Project (100%).
Excel: Microsoft online reference/support Quantitative Finance (for more advanced models):
Gilli/Maringer/Schumann: Numerical Methods and Optimization in Finance, Academic Press
Campbell/Lo/MacKinlay: The Econometrics of Financial Markets.

Course abbreviation:
CSIM

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Case Studies In International Macroeconomics: Drivers of Long
Term Growth
Description

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)
In this course, students will develop the analytical framework of a growth accounting exercise
for a developed economy, similar to the one applied by many international organizations and
applied research institutes. Students will work on a project to estimate the drivers of economic
growth in a country of their choice. As part of the project, students write up the results in a
paper and present their results. Class work will consist of individual and team work.



Goals/competency targets




LGIEEP-1/LGMMF-1: Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic
content in both written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and
business.
LGIEEP-3/LGMMF-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge
in International Economics and Economic Policy.
LGIEEP-4/LGMMF-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

One semester
Dr. Jörg Zeuner
—
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
100% project work

M.Sc. in Money and Finance






Barro, Robert J., „Notes on Growth Accounting”, Journal of Economic Growth, 4, June
1999, 119-137
Barro, Robert J. and Xavier Sala-i-Martin, ”Economic Growth”, 1995
Hulten, Charles R., ”Growth Accounting”, NBER Working Paper
15341, http://nber.org/papers/w15341
Jones, Charles I. and Dietrich Vollrath, ”Introduction to Economic Growth”, 2013

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Course abbreviation:
BBSM

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Building Blocks of Securities Markets: Processes and Systems

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Part A: Securities Trading and Settlement – An Introduction: 1. Basic Concepts; 2. The Securities
Marketplace; 3. Structure of a Securities Trading Organisation (STO); 4. Transaction Types; 5.
Types of Securities; 6. Static Data
Part B: The Trade Lifecycle: 1. Trade Execution and Capture; 2. Trade Enrichment and
Validation; 3. Trade Agreement; 4. Transaction Reporting; 5. Settlement Instructions; 6. The
Role of the Custodian; 7. Pre Value Date Settlement Instruction Statuses; 8. Trade Settlement;
9. Reflecting Trade Settlement Internally
Part C: Systems, Components and Functionality
Part D: Securities Systems: 1. Trading Systems; 2. Clearing Systems; 3. Settlement Systems
Outlook: Algo trading (machines that trade); Volume increase / speed; Mergers / consolidation;
Linking up infrastructure / systems; Time—to—market; Cost frame / technology innovation.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice. This course will enhance the ability to
effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written and oral forms to
audiences from academia, government and business. It provides awareness and understanding
of ethical standards, the consequences of decision making in economics and business and the
importance of inter—personal and leadership skills. It further provides advanced theoretical,
methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in Management
Once yearly

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts

One semester
Dr. Martin Reck
—
—
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Recommended literature

Literature for Part A and B: Simmons, Michael: Securities Operations – A Guide to Trade and
Position Management, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 2002.

Course abbreviation:
PEDC

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
The Political Economy of the European Debt Crisis

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The sovereign debt crisis of the euro area has threatened the continued participation of some
of the existing member—countries in the currency union – and possibly, the viability of the
single currency. The countries most affected were Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain (GIPS),
with the first three been offered bailout packages – Cyprus received a bailout package later as
well.
Despite the apparent similarity, the circumstances behind the need for the bailout packages
were very different between these countries, with only Greece being considered as a clear case
of fiscal profligacy. It is now widely acknowledged that the “euro crisis” has been the result of
three interlocking crisis: a sovereign debt crisis, a balance of payments (or, competitiveness)
crisis, and a banking crisis, all of which have been mutually reinforcing and have been
exacerbated by weak (or, negative) growth – in addition to being a constraint on growth.
The present module will examine the different trajectories of debt accumulation experienced
by the GIPS, and, although the focus will be on public debt accumulation and its causes, it will
also enquire into the inter—relationship between the Private, Public, and Foreign Financial
Balances, given the different experiences of the affected countries. It will also examine how
both financial and real economy bubbles (e.g. construction) in the GIPS allowed for (non—
sustainable) increases in tax revenue, which masked underlying public finance problems and
allowed them to increase transfer payments to increase their political support. Finally, the
module will examine various political—economy arguments as to why the collective decision
making in the euro area led to sub—optimal bailout and debt—reduction agreements offered
to Greece.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.
In this module, students will...
...learn to put into context standard models from the macroeconomics and open—economy
macroeconomics literature, such as the sustainability of public finances and current account
deficits, along with an analysis of economic policy in monetary unions.
...have an overview of both seminal and recent academic work on the topics covered in the
course .
...be able to critically assess current policy questions by applying the macroeconomic and
applied game theory models discussed in the module.
...develop a new view on European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU).

Goals/competency targets

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

...acquire tools to concisely analyse, present and explain complex policy issues.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Prof. Thomas Moutos
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Project (100%)
— Ardagna, S. and Caselli, F. (2014), The Political Economy of the Greek Debt Crisis: A Tale of
Two Bailouts, American Economic Journal: Macroeconomics, 6(4): 291—323.
— EEAG (2011), The EEAG Report on the European Economy, "Greece", CESifo, Munich 2011,
pp. 97–125.
— EEAG (2011), The EEAG Report on the European Economy, "Spain", CESifo, Munich 2011, pp.
127–145.
— Honohan, P. (2010), What Went Wrong in Ireland,
http://www.tcd.ie/Economics/staff/phonohan/What%20went%20wrong.pdf
— Katsimi, M. and T. Moutos (2010), "EMU and the Greek crisis: The political—economy
perspective," European Journal of Political Economy, 26(4), pp. 568—576.
— Moutos, T. and C. Tsitsikas (2010), "Whither Public Interest: The Case of Greece's Public
Finances," FinanzArchiv: Public Finance Analysis, 66(2), pp. 170—206.
— Moutos, T. and L. Pechlivanos (2015), "Rent—Seeking in a Time of Austerity: Greece," CESifo
DICE Report, Ifo Institute for Economic Research at the University of Munich, vol. 13(3), pp.
38—43.
— Reis, R. (2013). "The Portugese Slump and Crash and the Euro Crisis," Brookings Papers on
Economic Activity, vol. 46(1), pp. 143—210.
— R. Reis (2015), Looking for a success: The euro crisis adjustment programs, Brookings Papers
on Economic Activity,http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Projects/BPEA/Fall—
2015_embargoed/ConferenceDraft_Reis_EuroCrisis.pdf?la=en
— Shambaugh, J. C. (2012), "The Euro's Three Crises," Brookings Papers on Economic Activity,
44(1 (Spring), pp. 157—231.
— Sinn, H.—W. (2014), The Euro Trap: On Bursting Bubbles, Budgets, and Beliefs, (chapters 2

and 4), Oxford University Press, Oxford

Course abbreviation:
CBTR

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Central bank transparency
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This course reviews the latest research on central banks transparency and reviews the
transformation of central banks to become more transparent, accountable, and predictable as
an important ingredient for communicating monetary policy and for safeguarding financial
stability. The course combines guest speakers, case studies, and lectures as part of reviewing
the reasons for these developments and for providing markets with forward guidance as part
of anchoring long—term inflation expectations. The lecture covers current practice of central
banks and discusses the optimal level of transparency for independent institutions and the
impact on trust.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Per Nymand—Andersen
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Course abbreviation:
MUST

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Multivariate Statistics

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Outline:
I. Introduction
II. Sampling theory
III. Analysis of variance
IV. Regression analysis
V. Factor analysis
VI. Cluster analysis
VII. Discriminant analysis
VII. Record linkage
This course aims to teach students multivariate statistical methods such as regression models,
variance, factor, discriminant and cluster analysis. It builds upon the methodical knowledge
from descriptive and inductive statistics, thus previous knowledge in these areas is a
prerequisite. Furthermore the topic record linkage should give a first inside view in techniques
to integrate data from different sources. In addition to the theoretical lessons, students have
the opportunity to practice the methods using the statistical programme SPSS. The objective is
to enable students to apply the procedures to the ‘CAMPUS—Files’ data sets. Supplied by the
Research Data Centres of the Federal Statistical Office and based on official microdata,
CAMPUS—Files are optimal for gathering experience in handling large datasets and exercising
theory in a practical manner.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Informatics
Once yearly

Schedule

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Hon. Prof. Dr. Markus Zwick
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
— Backhaus, K.; Erichson, B.; Plinke, W.; Weiber, R. (2011); Multivariate Analysemethoden, 13.
Edition, Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg.
— Bauer, T.K.; Fertig, M.; Schmidt, C.M. (2009); Empirische Wirtschaftsforschung, Springer
Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg.
— Cochran, W.G. (1977), Sampling Techniques, Third Edition, New York.
— Eckey, H.—F.; Kosfeld, R.; Rengers, M. (2002); Multivariate Statistik, Gabler, Wiesbaden.
— Härdle, W.K.; Simar, L. (2012); Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis, 3. Edition, Springer.
— Iversen, G.R.; Gergen, M. (1997); Statistics: The Conceptual Approach, Springer.
— Zwick, M. (2007), CAMPUS—Files, Free Public Use Files for Teaching Purposes, Journal of
Applied Social Science Studies — Schmollers Jahrbuch, Vol. 127. pp. 655 – 668.

Course abbreviation:
PEVC

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Private Equity & Venture Capital

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Students will learn how private equity and venture capital funds are created, how they
operate, and how they create value for their investors. The course deals with all four phases of
the business model of a private equity and venture capital fund:
— fund raising
— deal sourcing and investment
— development of portfolio companies
— preparing and executing the sale of portfolio companies (exit)
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Schedule

Attention: The number of participants is limited to 32 students. Organization: Students planning
to attend this course need to write a mail to henning.hesse@finance.uni—frankfurt.de in order
to reserve a place. Registration is April 1—10 (assignment by lot).
The examination registration takes place by signature in the first two sessions (14th and 28th of
April). Withdrawal after the 28th of April takes place electronically via QIS and is permitted up
to one week before the examination date.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. in Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Hon. Prof. Dr. Ernst—Moritz Lipp

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
FPEM

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Fiscal Policy in the EMU
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The build—up of severe fiscal imbalances and the following sovereign debt crisis in several euro
countries demonstrate that fiscal policies are key to ensuring the stability and smooth
functioning of the EMU. While monetary policy is conducted at the supranational level, fiscal
policies have largely remained in the hands of the national governments. At the same time, the
Maastricht Treaty and the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) stipulate that euro area Member
States have the obligation to maintain sound and sustainable public finances, and to avoid
excessive government deficits. However, the EU fiscal framework has not succeeded in
securing fiscal discipline. As a consequence, the Heads of State or Government have
implemented the most comprehensive set of governance reforms at the EU level since the
introduction of the single currency.
Against this background, the course will lay out the role of fiscal policies in the macroeconomy,
notably in monetary union, discuss the theoretical underpinnings and empirical evidence on
the implications of fiscal policies, present key fiscal indicators, and portray the institutional
framework of fiscal policies in EMU.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Philipp Rother, Phd, along with Philipp Mohl and Gerrit Koester
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
MPMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Modern Portfolio Management
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This course aims at equipping students with the most relevant fundamental methods of
modern Quantitative Portfolio Management. While thoroughly introducing the theoretical
concepts, the particular focus of this lecture will be on aspects of their implementation in the
investment practice. We will look at strategic as well as tactical asset allocation for equity and
bond portfolios, portfolio insurance strategies and the fundamentals of asset—liability
management. Another focus of the course is on passive and active equity portfolio
management. The course is completed by an introduction into risk models.
After completing the supplementary module, students should judge whether theories and
methods are applicable to concrete examples and to apply them where appropriate. They
develop a broader understanding of superordinate topics, which enables them to apply theory
to practice, so that they can give policy relevant advice.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Hon. Prof. Thomas Stephan, PhD
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
Grinold, Kahn: Active Portfolio Management
Kleeberg, Schlenger: Handbuch Asset Allocation (German)
Stephan: Strategische Asset Allocation in Lebensversicherungsunternehmen (German)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3 CP, 90 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Course abbreviation:
ASBE

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Animal Spirits and Behavioral Economics

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

In this course we will introduce a few departures of the rational model of economic decision
making. Behavioral economics adds insights from psychology to economic models. We will
study a couple of behavioral biases, and apply these concepts to some economic questions.
The focus is on topics that are traditionally macroeconomic in nature: central banking,
unemployment, inflation, and saving. We will use the book “Animal Spirits”, by Akerlof and
Shiller (2009). In addition we will discuss the research on which the book is based. The first six
lectures will be devoted to introducing several findings from behavioral economics. In the last
eight classes we will discuss relevant policy questions.
Lecture schedule
1. Introduction to behavioral economics
2. Confidence and trust
3. Fairness and corruption
4. Money illusion
5. Time discounting
6. Heuristics and Prospect Theory
7. Why do central bankers have power over the economy?
8. Why are there people who cannot find a job?
9. Why is there a trade—off between inflation and unemployment in the long run?
10. Why is there special poverty among minorities?
11. Why is saving for the future so arbitrary?
12. Why are financial prices and corporate investments so volatile?
13. Why do real estate markets go through cycles?
14. Policy making with behavioral economics and wrap—up of the course

Goals/competency targets

At the end of the course, the student should...
 ...have an overview of some important behavioral biases.
 ...be able to argue how behavioral economics and the rational framework offer
different perspectives, and offer pros and cons for each perspective.
 incorporate behavioral economics into macroeconomic topics.
 ...read, interpret, evaluate, and discuss results in the academic literature

Enrollment requirements

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

13th to 26th of Octobe.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Jun.—Prof. Nathanael Vellekoop, PhD
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
100% project paper
 Akerlof, George A. and Robert J. Shiller. 2009. Animal Spirits: How Human Psychology
Drives the Economy, and Why it Matters for Global Capitalism. Princeton University
Press.

Course abbreviation:
EMUN

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Economics of Monetary Unions

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

The course will review the main stages of the 2007—2016 crisis, analyse the economic,
financial, social and political legacy of the crisis so far, and rationalise the economic, financial
and institutional transformations under way.
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written and oral
form. Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in the area of monetary
unions. Ability to conduct policy analysis in the area of monetary policy.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th to 26th of October.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Dr. Francesco Mongelli

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 60 minutes duration (60%) and a small essay (40%).




th

De Grauwe, P. (2016), The Economics of Monetary Unions, 11 ed., Oxford University
Press.
ECB (2011), The Monetary Policy of the ECB,
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/monetarypolicy2011en.pdf

Course abbreviation:
GFMA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Supplementary course

Course name:
Global Financial Markets under the Influence of Low Interest
Rates and Quantitative Easing

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Interest rates have been in decline for the last 20 years. Most of the time, this was a response
to changes in the economic environment and the downward trend mirrored slow growth and
declining inflation. Are such factors also responsible for the most recent decline of interest
rates? Are partly negative interest rates caused by the post—crisis economic environment, or
are they mainly a result of ultra—loose monetary policy?
How have these monetary policies affected economic growth and inflation? Has there been an
impact through the portfolio channel or the credit channel of monetary transmission?
Low interest rates are not without costs: They are a boon for borrowers like the state but a
bane for savers. Also, they affect the willingness of investors to take risks and can have
consequences for the stability of financial markets. The impact of low interest rates can be
studied in the context of the development in Japan which also provides some lessons for
economic policy.
The module provides a framework for analysing the current situation of extreme low yields and
their ramifications. While it will use standard economic models, it always relates the discussion
to the current economic situation in Europe. In particular, the module will focus on those issues
most relevant for assessing the monetary policy of the ECB. By developing an understanding of
the European situation of low interest rates, the discussion will highlight necessary policy
measures and tools for Europe to escape the growth trap of “too low for too long”.
In this module students will...
 …learn to apply models from the financial economics literature to the low—yield
environment
 …have an overview of both seminal and recent academic work on the topics covered
in the course
 …be able to critically assess current monetary and economic policy questions
 …develop a broader view on the challenges facing the European Monetary Union
 …learn to concisely present and explain complex policy issues.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th to 26th of October.
 Standard macroeconomic theory
 Basic financial economics theory
 Knowledge of standard theories explaining monetary policy

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
3CP (90 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
67 hours

Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Hon. Prof. Dr. Michael Heise
—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week)
English
Project (100%)





M. Draghi (2015), The ECB’s recent monetary policy measures: Effectiveness and
challenges, Camdessus lecture, Washington 14 May 2015.
M. Feldstein (2016), The Fed’s Unconventional Monetary Policy – Why Dangers Lie
Ahead, Foreign Affairs, May/June 2016 issue.
B. Bernanke (2013), Long—term interest rates, Speech at the Annual
Monetary/Macroeconomics Conference: The Past and Future of Monetary Policy,
sponsored by Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, San Francisco, California.

Compulsory Electives, Elective Courses
Course abbreviation:
ENEC

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
Environmental Economics
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course links the efficient use of scarce resources to the natural environment. How should
scarce environmental resources be used efficiently and equitably? Which policy instruments
are suited to address environmental problems at the national as well as the international level?
Based on concepts from welfare economics and theories of environmental valuations, the first
part of the course discusses environmental policy instruments. A focus will be on problems of
uncertainty and asymmetric information and other types of market failures. In the second part,
we consider international environmental problems and theories of international environmental
agreements as well as problems of natural resource exploitation.
The students will learn how to systematically evaluate environmental decision—making based
on key concepts from environmental economics. They will improve their ability to conduct
normative and positive analyses of some key policy problems and to derive recommendations
based on state—of—the—art methods in economics.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
13th to 26th of April.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Florian Morath
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
The final grade is based on a 90—minute exam (80%) and problem sets/student presentations
(20%).
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester): 146
hours

Course abbreviation:
APEC

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
Applied Econometrics: Limited Dependent Variables
Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
Many interesting economic outcomes are not continuous. Variables can be binary (e.g. to
save or not to save), represent multiple choices (which retirement savings plan to choose), or
are limited by nature or observation (in a typical crossection, many households have zero
savings). Ordinary least squares often is not the right method to analyze limited dependent
variables. This course will provide a hands—on instruction of techniques, with empirical
examples and learning by doing in the computer lab. The methods you will learn are used in
marketing, labor economics, public economics, household finance and industrial organization
among others. Many examples we will study in detail are in the field of household finance:
for example portfolio decisions, stock market participation, mortgage choice, and retirement
savings. Every second week there will be a tutorial in the computer lab, where Stata will be
instructed to apply the techniques learned in class. The homework will be Stata—exercises.
Some basic knowledge of econometrics, statistical testing and Stata is needed to follow the
course.
Topics:
— Logit, probit, linear probability model; maximum likelihood estimation
— Interpretation and presentation of results, testing, specification tests
— Multinomial logit, random utility model
— Ordered probit, interval regression
— Count data
— Truncation and censoring, Tobit models
— Sample selection models
— Panel data applications with logit and tobit
Upon successful completion of an elective course, students are able to analyze complex
problems or issues and select appropriate solution methods. Additionally, previously studied
theories and methods can be applied in areas that go beyond classical economics. In addition,
students are capable of critical analysis of unfamiliar contents and methods.
At the end of the course, the student should be able to:
— choose and apply the right empirical model for the empirical problem at hand
— use Stata to apply the methods discussed in the course
— interpret and report on empirical results in a scientifically sound matter
— read, interpret, evaluate, and discuss empirical results in the academic literature
—
Fundamentals of Econometrics, Experience with STATA

Allocation

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Jun.—Prof. Nathanael Vellekoop, PhD

Recommended literature

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
English
Homework assignments (20% of the final grade) and a 90 minute exam (80% of the final
grade)
— Amemiya, T. (1984), Tobit Models: A Survey, Journal of Econometrics, vol. 24(1—2), pp.
3—61.
— Bellemare, Charles, Sabine Kröger (2007), On representative social capital, European
Economic Review, vol. 51(1), pp. 183—202.
— Bellemare, C., Kröger, S. and Van Soest, A. (2008), Measuring Inequity Aversion in a
Heterogeneous Population Using Experimental Decisions and Subjective Probabilities.
Econometrica, 76: 815–83
— Hochguertel, S. (2003) Precautionary motives and portfolio decisions, Journal of Applied
Econometrics, vol. 18, pp. 61–77.
— Hurd, M., M. van Rooij, and J. Winter (2011). Stock market expectations of Dutch
households. Journal of Applied Econometrics, vol. 26, pp. 416–436.
— Iyer, R., and M. Puri (2012). Understanding Bank Runs: The Importance of Depositor—Bank
Relationships and Networks." American Economic Review, vol. 102(4), pp. 1414—45.
— Kuhn, Peter, Peter Kooreman, Adriaan Soetevent, and Arie Kapteyn. 2011. "The Effects of
Lottery Prizes on Winners and Their Neighbors: Evidence from the Dutch Postcode Lottery"
American Economic Review, 101(5): 2226—47.
— McDonald, J.F. and R.A. Moffitt (1980), The Uses of Tobit Analysis, The Review of
Economics and Statistics, vol. 62(2), pp. 318—321.
— Munnell, A.H., G.M.B. Tootell, L.E. Browne and J. McEneaney (1996), Mortgage Lending in
Boston: Interpreting HMDA Data, American Economic Review, vol. 86(1), pp. 25—53.
— Noussair, C.N., S.T. Trautmann, and G. van de Kuilen (2014) Higher Order Risk Attitudes,
Demographics, and Financial Decisions, Review of Economic Studies. vol. 81(1), pp. 325—355.
— Papke, L. E. and Wooldridge, J. M. (1996), Econometric methods for fractional response
variables with an application to 401(k) plan participation rates. Journal of Applied
Econometrics, vol. 11, pp. 619–632.
— Scott, F., E. Hurst, and M.J. White (2002). The Household Bankruptcy Decision, American
Economic Review, 92(3): 706—718.

Course abbreviation:
Fundamentals of Economic Ethics

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
FOEE
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
Ethics is an integral part of all business practices. This thesis is the starting point of the course
‘Fundamentals of Economic Ethics’. In this course, students will learn about the ethical
dimensions of economics and business. Especially business practices do not take place in an
ethical vacuum – rather it is a complex undertaking with broad and important societal
implications. Students will be given the opportunity to explore fundamental ethical principles,
theories, case studies and codes of ethics as they relate to business or economic ethics.
Emphasis will also be placed on analyzing recent corporate governance scandals and
contemporary ethical challenges in business and society – with a particular focus on business
and human rights and computer ethics. Students should finish the course with an awareness
of the complexity of business practice, increased sensitivity to potential ethical issues that can
arise and an enhanced ability to effectively address these issues. The course will also help
students to improve their ethical reasoning and critical thinking skills.
LG-1: Ability to reflect, structure and communicate the principles of economic ethics
LG-2: Awareness, understanding and critical reflection of ethical principles in economics,
economic policy and economic decision making
LG-3: Advanced knowledge on the ethical foundations of monetary, financial and
international economics.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Rainer Klump, Dr. Manuel Wörsdörfer
—
—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Participation (including discussion), PowerPoint presentation (20%) and final exam (80%). For
the students to reach the 6 credit points, all parts will have to be graded with at least 4.0
Woersdoerfer, Manuel (2018): Engineering & Computer Ethics; Dubuque, Great River
Learning.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Course abbreviation:
Economics and Ethics of Climate Change

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
EECC
Description

Active course time:
34 hours (3 semester hours per week)
This course is organized in six parts: First, we analyze the core concepts of environmental
ethics, including the Millennium and Sustainable Development Goals as well as Elinor
Ostrom’s work on the (tragedy of the) commons. Second, we study the basics of climate
science, that is, climate modeling and climate scenarios. Third, we examine the causes as well
as the socio-economic, environmental and ethical consequences and impacts of climate
change. In the fourth part, we discuss potential reform measures and response strategies.
The fifth part deals with the ‘environmental policies’ of the current US administration as well
as the topic of climate change denial. The sixth and final part of the course assesses the
special role of financial institutions as well as the so-called business case (argument) for
climate change mitigation and adaptation.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts



Be able to effectively structure complex ideas and communicate environmentaland business-ethical content (i.e., concepts and theories) in both written and oral
forms to audiences from academia, government, and business.



Be aware of and understand environmental- and business-ethical standards, as well
as the socio-economic, environmental, and ethical consequences and impacts of
decision making in economics and business.



Have advanced their theoretical and practical knowledge in International Economics
and Economic Policy.



Be able to conduct policy analyses and draft recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the

period 11th to 24th of April 2019.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Manuel Wörsdörfer
—

Credit points and workload (hours
per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 hours

Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
—
4 CP: Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
2 CP: Final exam
English
Academic Credit: PowerPoint presentation (20%) and final exam (80%). For the students to
reach the 6 credit points, all parts will have to be graded with at least fair (4.0).
Topic Assignment: The presentation topics will be assigned by the lecturer. Students are
expected to send an email with their first and last names, student ID and at least four topic
preferences to manuel.woersdoerfer@maine.edu no later than April 28, 2019. The topics will
be assigned taking the respective topic preferences into account (max. two students per
topic).
Presentations: Presentation time: 20-25 minutes. Presentations will be held in groups of max.
two students. The presentation has to be emailed to manuel.woersdoerfer@maine.edu no
later than one week before the respective lecture. Handouts are to be made available during
the presentation.
Final Exam: The exam covers the material presented in class (i.e., lectures, presentations and
handouts). The exam date will be announced by the examination office.

Recommended literature

Woersdoerfer, Manuel (2018): Engineering & Computer Ethics; Dubuque, Great River
Learning.

Course abbreviation:
HOET

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
History of Economic Theory: 19th and 20th Centuries
Description

Schedule

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
Because of the growth of so many subdisciplines, it becomes increasingly difficult to perceive
the unity of economic theory. The best way to understand the different orientations is to go to
the roots and to study their origin in the history of the emergence of modern economic
thought. The lecture course will start with the classical authors like Ricardo and Malthus, Say
and Sismondi, up to Mill, Marx and some of their followers. Their opponents were the
Historical school and neoclassical authors who were more diverse than is commonly thought
(Jevons and Marshall, Walras and Pareto, Menger and Böhm—Bawerk, J.B. Clark). Schumpeter
and the discoveries of the “years of high theory” (Shackle) will lead to Keynes, postkeynesian
authors and the neo—neoclassicals. Main themes will be: value and price, general equilibrium,
growth and distribution, money, credit and the business cycle.
Upon successful completion of an elective course, students are able to analyze complex
problems or issues and select appropriate solution methods. Additionally, previously studied
theories and methods can be applied in areas that go beyond classical economics. In addition,
students are capable of critical analysis of unfamiliar contents and methods. Students will be
endowed with different theoretical concepts and approaches to economics. Students will learn
historical and political context of economic theory.
Students will improve their understanding of economic theory.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Prof. Dr. Dr. Dres. h.c. Bertram Schefold

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Recommended literature

— Blaug, M.(1978), Economic Theory in Retrospect, 3rd. ed. Cambridge
— Schumpeter, J.A. (1954), History of Economic Analysis, Oxford
— Robinson, J. (1971), Economic Heresies, London
— Schefold, B. (2004): Beiträge zur ökonomischen Dogmengeschichte, Darmstadt

Course abbreviation:
INPE

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
International Public Economics
Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
Increased internationalization of modern economies creates new challenges for public policies.
Governments face additional constraints caused by increased mobility of economic agents and
economic integration; at the same time, international policy interaction and coordination have
gained in importance.
This course discusses some key issues in international economic policy, focusing on questions
related to public spending and revenues. Based on microeconomic concepts we analyze
incentives for policy—makers and the effectiveness of political decision—making in reaction to
current policy problems. The topics covered in this course include:
International public goods
Environmental policy
International fiscal competition
Theory of tariffs and strategic trade policy
International policy—making and commitment problems
Upon successful completion of an elective course, students are able to analyze complex
problems or issues and select appropriate solution methods. Additionally, previously studied
theories and methods can be applied in areas that go beyond classical economics. In addition,
students are capable of critical analysis of unfamiliar contents and methods. The students will
learn how to structure international policy issues and to systematically investigate the strategic
incentives involved in political decision—making at the international level. They will improve
their ability to conduct normative and positive analyses of some key policy problems and to
derive recommendations based on state—of—the—art methods in economics.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Dr. Florian Morath

Goals/competency targets

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
Final exam: 90 minutes (80%); problem sets (20%).
There is no specific textbook required for this course. Most of the course will be based on
research articles. A reading list will be posted on the course website.

Course abbreviation:
MTSA

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
Multiple Time Series Analysis
Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
The objective of this course is to introduce participants to the applied econometric analysis of
economic time series. The course covers both the theory of time series econometrics and its
practical application with the software package EViews. Starting with univariate stationary and
non—stationary models, we will move to model multivariate time series models If time allows,
we will also cover factor augmented vector autoregressions.
Upon successful completion of an elective course, students are able to analyze complex
problems or issues and select appropriate solution methods. Additionally, previously studied
theories and methods can be applied in areas that go beyond classical economics. In addition,
students are capable of critical analysis of unfamiliar contents and methods. Students will
further:
— Understand the theory of modern time series econometrics .
— Acquire the ability to use statistical software packages, e.g. EViews.
— Acquire the ability to analyse real—world problems using economic data.
— Learn about the limitations of data and methods/estimators.
—
Fundamentals of Econometrics
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Dr. Jens Mehrhoff

Goals/competency targets

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
— Kirchgässner, G., and Wolters, J. (2008), Introduction to Modern Time Series Analysis,
Springer.
— Kirchgässner, G., Wolters, J., and Hassler, U. (2013), Introduction to Modern Time Series
Analysis, 2nd edition, Springer.
— Another textbook to get a "second opinion" is: Stock, J.H., and Watson, M.M. (2012),
Introduction to Econometrics, 3rd edition, Addison—Wesley Longman.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

— Rather a reference book than a textbook is: Greene, W.H. (2012), Econometric Analysis, 7th
edition, Prentice Hall International.

Course abbreviation:
NESI

Course type:
Compulsory elective - Elective course

Course name:
Networks and Social Interactions
Description

Schedule

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
The course's aim is to get some insights into the role of networks and social interactions on
different individual economic decisions and outcomes. The course will cover three board
topics (education, labor market and finance) and will mainly focus on empirical papers
(presenting and explaining important/outstanding empirical papers during classes, as well as
reproducing some of these during tutorials). Students will get a sense of the importance of
taking into account the social environment when studying economic outcomes.
Upon successful completion of an elective course, students are able to analyze complex
problems or issues and select appropriate solution methods. Additionally, previously studied
theories and methods can be applied in areas that go beyond classical economics. In addition,
students are capable of critical analysis of unfamiliar contents and methods.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Bussiness Administration
M.Sc. in Business Informatics
M.Sc. in Management
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Marie Lalanne, Ph.D.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

—
—
Lecture (2 hr/week), Exercise (1 hr/week)
English
Successful completion of a written exam of 90 minutes duration.
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Compulsory Electives, Finance Seminars

Course abbreviation:
MAU1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Credit points and workload (hours per
semester): 6 CP, 180 hours

Course name:
Asset Management
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The objective of this Seminar is to equip students with advanced theory and techniques
relevant to asset management. Asset management is the systematic process of
optimally allocating funds to both the traditional (e.g. equities, bonds, and real estate)
as well as alternative (e.g. hedge funds, commodities, and life—contingent claims) asset
classes, taking into account their respective risk and return profiles as well as the
interdependencies among them. This process is highly relevant for institutional
investors (e.g. mutual funds, insurance companies, and pension funds) but increasingly
also for households trying to make optimal consumption and saving decisions over the
life—cycle. Seminar topics will build on and complement contents of the Master Course
Advanced Investment and Pension Finance (INVP). The Seminar will be conducted in
English. Students taking this Seminar course are expected to have some experience
with Microsoft Excel or Matlab.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and
skills of the relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to
present complex topics and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and
structured way.
—
Advanced Investment and Pension Finance
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Information Technologies
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Raimond Maurer, PhD

Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown

—
2 CP: Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

4 CP: Final exam
English
Grading will be based on homework (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better. The date for the blocked
seminar session, when students present their work, is yet to be determined. It will be
towards the end of, but within, the official lecture time.
List of relevant papers will be provided at the beginning of the course.

Course abbreviation:
SCT1:S19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Advanced Financial Systems
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The goal of this seminar course on ”Financial systems” in the summer semester 2019 is to make
students aware of – and able to deal with - the specific problems encountered in a subfield of
international finance, namely the analysis of internationally operating banks and other
financial institutions, comparative financial systems of industrialized countries and finance in
developing, emerging and transition countries.
More specifically, students are supposed to learn more about:

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements



Structures and strategies of international banks



The perils and possibilities of foreign market entry and exit



Current problems of financial regulation



Globalization and ”financialization”



Types of financial systems and relevant measurement



Financial integration and its measurement



Emerging country financial systems



Recent developments in development finance

In addition to the substance, students should learn and practice reading and summarizing
relevant research studies and to assess their merits, drawing practice- and policy-relevant
conclusions from these studies, expressing their views in discussions, presentations and in
writing a paper and cooperating with their peers, and seeing the ethical dimension of
international finance issues.
This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students can take part in the allocation procedure within the application period via QIS
application for an assignment.
The application function is only visible and available, if logged in. Refer to the instruction for

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

details (Instruction Module Application).
The result of the allocation procedure will probably be available two days after the application
period in QIS-LSF (My Functions > My Lectures).
A successful assignment (”application status ZU-accepted”) entitles students to register for the
exam, but does not replace it! The exam registration takes place with the Exam Registration
and Withdrawal Deadline via QIS exam registration: My Functions > Administration of exams >
Register for Exams (Instruction Exam Registration - available only in German).



Application Deadline: 25th March – 5th April 2019



Exam Registration and Withdrawal Deadline: 11th – 24th April 2019

An assignment of available capacities will take place on April 25, 2019 9:30 to 12:00 a.m. at the
Examination Office. An additional registration, even without participation in the allocation
procedure via LSF course enrolment, will then be possible according to the first come - first
served principle. If desired and available, the registration of a second seminar or module out of
the same pool will also be possible that way. Available capacities will be displayed at 09:20 a.m.
at the Examination Office. Registration of available capacities takes place in person.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
MSc in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schmidt
—
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Grading will be based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
KLU1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Topics in Growth Theory
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar will deal with central concepts of modern economic growth theory. Students will
learn about determinants of economic growth, modelling growth dynamics and evaluating
empirical growth performance. They will also be taught a set of presentation skills.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements



Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written
and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business.



Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.



Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft policy recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.

Kick-off-meeting: Wednesday, Oct 31, 16:15 -17.45, Room: 4.202 RuW-Building.
Students will have to sign the registration list and commit to one of the seminar topics during
this meeting.
Paper presentations: Thursday and Friday, Jan. 24 and 25, 2019, 9am - 5pm on Campus
Westend
Attendance at the kick-off meeting and the paper presentations is mandatory. Inquiries should
be sent to jurkat@wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de.

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
11th to 24th of October.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Rainer Klump, Dr. Anne Jurkat
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Evaluation is based on: 60 % single-authored seminar paper (15 pages) , 40% presentation
(approx. 25 minutes in groups of max. 3 students). Each partial requirement needs to be
passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Basic Literature



Acemoglu, Daron (2009), Introduction to modern economic growth, Princeton



Weil, David N. (2016), Economic growth, 3. Ed., Boston

Additional Reading



Barro, Robert J. and Sala-i-Martin, Xavier (2004), Economic growth, 2. Ed.,
Cambridge, MA/ London



Jones, Charles I. and Vollrath, Dietrich (2013), Introduction to economic growth, 3.
Ed., New York

Topics for Papers and Presentations
1.

Population and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 4)

2.

Human capital and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 6)

3.

Technology and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 8)

4.

Directed technological change (see Acemoglu, Chapter 15)

5.

Growth in the open economy (see Weil, Chapter 11)

6.

The role of government in growth (see Weil, Chapter 12)

7.

Growth and income inequality (see Weil, Chapter 13)

8.

Culture and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 14)

9.

Natural resources and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 15)

Growth and the environment (see Weil, Chapter 16)

Course abbreviation:
BAE1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Equity Governance

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

In the seminar Equity Governance participants will deal with methods of steering and
controlling of an enterprise. In the framework of the seminar, corporate governance
will be interpreted in a broader sense as the interaction of decision-making processes,
organizational execution and financial management, which support long-term value
creation and a sustainable company direction.
The seminar follows a prescribed, structured approach from an owners perspective
(equity governance). The approach focuses on proven tools and concepts, which allow
active owners/investors, supervisory/advisory boards, consultants as well as the
management itself to identify strengths and weaknesses as well as opportunities and
threats in order to give new impetus and momentum. Adaptions refer to, for example,
organizational structure, processes and systems and leadership methods. Key words
outlining the different themes of the seminar include: defining the investment case,
shaping the board agenda, adjusting to industry dynamics, creating portfolio
momentum, optimizing capital intensity (including an excursus on digitization and
automation), improving productivity and providing debt capacity/increasing resilience.
The seminar takes place in cooperation with a company. Students will have the
opportunity to scan the corporate governance of the company against the background
of the structured approach as a real case study and thus have the possibility to
experience the potential of governance methods.
Students will present to and discuss the results of their findings with representatives of
the company. The knowledge acquired in the seminar is relevant for various
management functions, which show a broad and interdisciplinary assignment profile.

Goals/competency targets

Our students will be able to apply an analytic business approach and governance
methods for decision-making and effizient implementation, allowing for responsible
entrepreneurial action and sustainability.
This module is limited to 20 participants. The course registration will take place within
the period 2nd to 10th of October via the Finance-Toolbox. The course registration does
not replace the examination registration, which is needed to finally participate in this
course. After the seminar allocation the students will be informed by email on 12th of
October whether they have been chosen to participate and when and where the final
examination registration and withdrawal will take place within the period 12th to 25th
of October.
—

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Allocation

M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Dr. Sönke Bästlein
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper, 40% Presentation. Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
List of Base References: www.sbeg.eu -> Articles -> Selected Literatue (reading list)

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
BAR1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Inspecting the European Banking Sector - Hands on Seminar

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The empirical banking literature steadily continues to develop new research questions –
mostly related to evaluating the impact of regulatory measures on bank behavior.
However, for a large number of papers, the empirical evidence is either outdated or
based on data from the US only. In this seminar, we want to inspect the European
banking sector (and especially the German banking sector) and answer various
interesting research questions with a special emphasis on the EU.
Some topics we will cover in the seminar include (subject to potential changes):

Goals/competency targets



Is competition in the German banking sector too hard so that banks cannot
generate high enough profits?




Are government-owned banks more profitable than private banks?



What drives bank profits in the aggregate (cross-country study)? • Which
factors made banks most vulnerable in the 2008 financial crisis?



Which banks benefit most from the low interest rate environment? • Which
banks are mostly affected by the increasing competition by FinTechs?

Why are German private banks not more profitable than their European
peers are, although they can rely on a strong retail business?

 To what extent does sovereign risk feed back to bank risk?
The aim of the seminar is to provide a broad overview concerning some relevant
questions in the empirical banking literature and to convey the basic principles of
writing research oriented essays. Furthermore, the seminar will help to understand and
evaluate the current literature, finding open questions in this area and developing own
ideas. Thus, the seminar will provide skills that are not only extremely helpful as a
perfect preparation for writing a Master thesis, it will also train you to conduct data
work as it is required when working, e.g., for a consultancy firm.
Our students will be competent in analysing the European Banking Sector (LGBWL-1)
- Advanced theoretical and empirical knowledge in Banking and Finance (LGMMF-3,
LGIIEP-3)
- Our students will apply modern research techniques to analyze the European banking
sector (LGBWL-2)
- Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written and
oral forms to audiences from academia, regulators and business (LGMMF-1, LGIIEP-1)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students can take part in the allocation procedure within the application period
th
th
from 17 of September to 5 of October via QIS application for an assignment.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Mark Wahrenburg, Dr. Andreas Barth
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper, 40% Presentation. Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
KRF1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Financial Decisions and Markets

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The seminar deals with topics of asset pricing. Each student wil be assigned a particular
topic. The students are supposed to review the related literature and to summarize and
explain the important issues. Some of the topics might involve some empirical work or
some programming (VBA or Matlab). Topics covered include:
1. Stochastic Discount Factor: Complete Market
2. Long-Run Risk Model and Epstein-Zin Preferences
3. Campbell-Cochrance Model and Habit Formation
4. Bond Pricing and Inflation
5. Intertemporal Hedging
6. Intertemporal CAPM
7. Household Finance: Labor Income and Portfolio Choice
8. Household Finance: Limited Participation and Limited Diversification
9. Production-Based Asset Pricing: Physical Investment with Adjustement Costs
10. Production-Based Asset Pricing: General Equilibrium with Production

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study



Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government und
business (LGMMF-1)
 Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and
Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy (LGMMF-3)
 Our students will apply modern research techniques to business-related
problems. (LGBWL-2)
 Our students will be enabled to use appropriate communication channels and
perform negotiations in a professional work environment. (LGBWL-4)
This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students can take part in the allocation procedure within the application period
th
th
from 17 of September to 5 of October via QIS application for an assignment.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Schedule

M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Holger Kraft
—
This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students can take part in the allocation procedure within the application period
th
th
from 17 of September to 5 of October via QIS application for an assignment.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper, 40% Presentation. Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
 Campbell (2017): Financial Decisions and Markets: A Course in Asset Pricing
 Back (2017): Asset Pricing and Portfolio Choice Theory

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
HUL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Selected Topics in Insurance Regulation

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The objective of the seminar is to build on the knowledge acquired in the bachelor
seminar on European Insurance Regulation. Students are required to research a specific
topic, to report about their research and to discuss the results of the research with
their fellow students. As opposed to the bachelor seminar, the topics in the master
seminar will have to be researched on a comparative basis. The topics will be provided
in advance and will relate to issues such as the ORSA, key governance functions,
assessment of fit and proper requirement for key function holders, internal model
approval, market conduct issues, insurance distribution, etc.
Students are expected to have basic knowledge about insurance and will obtain:
 Understanding of the insurance regulatory process in the EU
 Understanding of the functioning of EIOPA and basic characteristics of
insurance supervision
 Understanding of the relationship between international insurance regulation
(IAIS) and EU insurance regulation
The course registration will take place within the period 2nd to 10th of October via
the Finance-Toolbox. The course registration does not replace the examination
registration, which is needed to finally participate in this course. After the seminar
allocation the students will be informed by email on 12th of October whether they have
been chosen to participate and when and where the final examination registration and
withdrawal will take place within the period 12th to 25th of October.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts

Hon. Prof. Karel Van Hulle
—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper, 40% Presentation. Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
BAR1: W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Bank Governance Before and After the Crisis

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The proper functioning of the banking sector depends heavily on the effectiveness of
corporate governance. In the recent 2007/09 crisis, governance in banking was
massively under critique. Governance weaknesses at banks were blamed to be one of
the main drivers of the financial crisis. It is argued that CEOs whose incentives were
better aligned with interest of shareholders performed worse in the crisis. As a lesson
learnt, many institutions including the BIS and the OECD called after the crisis for better
board practices. Many reports examine how effectively boards manage to align
executive and board remuneration with the longer term interests of their companies.
Conse-quently, the aim of this seminar will be to analyze bank governance before and
after the financial crisis.
Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in understanding and
analyzing the governance in banking. Our students will apply modern research
techniques to business related problems. Ability to effectively structure and
communicate economic content in both written and oral forms to audiences from
academia, government and business.
The course registration does not replace the examination registration, which is needed
to finally participate in this course. After the seminar allocation the students will be
informed by email on 12th of October whether they have been chosen to participate
and when and where the final examination registration and withdrawal will take place
within the period 12th to 25th of October.
Proper knowedge in microeconometrics is highly recommended.
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Dr. Andreas Barth, Prof. Dr. Mark Wahrenburg
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper, 40% Presentation. Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
BAR1:W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Empirical Issues in Financial Development

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

It is compulsory for every participant of the seminar to work independently and in
group on a dataset and to provide an empirical analysis (descriptive statistics and
regressions) of these data in the seminar paper. Therefore, it is inevitable to have at
least a basic econometrics background and to know how to use STATA. Given the high
demand in terms of econometric skills, the seminar especially targets students that plan
to write an empirical MA thesis (possibly on a related topic) and consider pursuing a
post—graduate program after their master’s degree.
Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written and
oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business. Advanced
theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance or
International Economics and Economic Policy. Ability to conduct policy and financial
analyses and draft recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
Number of Participants: max. 10 from the Goethe University
Please write an E—Mail to andreas.barth@finance.uni—frankfurt.de including a short
motivation letter (one page) within the period 1st to 10th of October in order to
register for the seminar. Students will be informed about the admission via Email. Those
students admitted to attend the seminar will be informed on the procedure regarding
the allocation of the seminar topics via email.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place within the period 13th to 26th of
October. Students will have to sign the registration list during the organizational
Meeting on the 25th of October.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts

Dr. Andreas Barth

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper (approx. 20 pages)
40% Presentation (approx. 20 minutes)
—

Course abbreviation:
FUN1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Garage – The Student Lab for your own Startup

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Entrepreneurial thinking and acting are core competencies of the 21st century. This
course teaches the processes and techniques which are necessary to start an own
business. Students from different disciplines form interdisciplinary teams and develop
their own business ideas and models. In this way — comparable to the real start—up
situations — different perspectives and expertise are incorporated into marketable
business projects.
Students learn about tools and methods that are useful for the discovery, evaluation
and implementation of their own business ideas. At the beginning of the semester,
students have the opportunity to propose their own business ideas. The best proposals
will be further developed in teams in a pre—structured process (preliminary market
analysis, competitive analysis etc.). At the end of the semester, students have the
opportunity to present their business ideas to potential investors and experts.
Designed as real world business situations students learn throughout the entire course,
what is needed in order to develop and implement a successful business model:
Content:







search, identify and evaluate innovative business opportunities






manage innovative (i.e. unclear and less structured) projects successfully





collaboration in an interdisciplinary team

develop business ideas by using appropriate methods and techniques
discover and develop customer needs
analyze and evaluate the environment of a business concept

develop sustainable business models
Project Management:
make decisions under uncertainty
management of several different stakeholders

merge the main project results into a business proposal
Teamwork:
recognize and utilize the individual strengths of team members
deal with different working styles, opinions and perspectives

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Communication:

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study




lively discussions in interactive sessions



write and present orally for different audiences and target groups

solve complex issues (project results) in a clearly structured and
understandable process

Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and
skills of the relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present
complex topics and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured
way.
The course registration will take place within the period 1st to 10th of October via the
Finance—Toolbox:
http://www.wiwi.uni—frankfurt.de/de/abteilungen/finance/lehrstuhl/prof—dr—
andreas—hackethal/studium/masterseminare.html
The course registration does not replace the examination registration, which is
needed to finally get graded in this course.
After the seminar allocation the students will be informed by email whether they have
been chosen to participate and when and where the final examination registration and
withdrawal will take place within the period 13th to 26th of October.
Basic—knowledge in entrepreneurship is recommended to participate in this seminar.
Highly recommended is the attendance of the information session / presentation where
useful advice will be given for the development of a business idea.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Dr. Thomas Funke, Dr. Sebastian Schäfer
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper (approx. 20 pages)
40% Presentation (approx. 20 minutes)
—

Course abbreviation:
SIM1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Advanced Topics in Experimental Organizational Economics

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The Course deals with new experimental papers about important topics in
Orgnaizational Economics. Specifically we will look at coordination problems as well as
monetary incentives, communication, controlled growth and company cultures as
possible solutions to coordination problems. Another focus is the importance of
leadership for successful coordination and cooperation in organizations.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of advanced experimental studies and deepen their knowledge and
skills of quantitative microeconomic methods. In addition, students should acquire the
ability to present complex topics and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive
and structured way. Students will learn to relate experimental insights from
Organizational Economics, Business Administration and Psychology
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Ferdinand von Siemens

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This
requirement is fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer
decides whether additional missed classes will have to be made up with additional
assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
60% Term Paper (approx. 20 pages)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Recommended literature

40% Presentation (approx. 20 minutes)
— Van Huyck, Battalio, Beil, 1990, Tacit Coordination Games, Strategic Uncertainty,
and Coordination Failure, American Economic Review 80, pp. 234—248.
— Goeree, Holt, 2005, An Experimental Study of Costly Coordination, Games and
Economic Behaviour 51, pp. 349—364.Brandts, Cooper, 2006, A Change Would Do You
Good … An Experimental Study on How to Overcome Coordination Failure, American
Economic Review 96, pp. 669—693.
— Cooper, DeJong, Forsythe, Ross, 1992, Communication and Coordination Games,
Quarterly Journal of Economics 107, pp. 739—771. Weber, 2006, Managing Growth to
Achieve Efficient Coordination in Large Groups, American Economic Review 96, pp.
114—126.
— Weber, Camerer, 2003, Cultural Conflict and Merger Failure: An Experimental
Approach, Management Science 49, pp. 400—415.
— Van der Heijden, Potters, Sefton, 2009, Hierarchy and Opportunism in Teams,
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization 69, pp. 39—50.
— Güth, Levati, Sutter, van der Heijden, 2007, Leading by Example with and without
Exclusion Power in Voluntary Contribution Experiments, Journal of Public Economics 91,
pp. 1023—1042.
— Potters, Sefton, Vesterlund, 2007, Leading—by—Example and Signaling in Voluntary
Contribution Games: An Experimental Study, Economic Theory 33, pp. 169—
182.Brandts, Cooper, 2007, It’s What You Say, Not What You Pay: An Experimental
Study of Manager—Employee Relationships in Overcoming Coordination Failure,
Journal of the European Economic Association 5, pp. 1223—1268.
— Van Huyck, Gilette, Battalio, 1992, Credible Assignments in Coordination Games,
Games and Economic Behavior 4, pp. 606—626.

Course abbreviation:
VIE1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Financial Instruments: Stocks, Bonds, Derivatives and Hedge
Funds

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The course “Financial Instruments: Stocks, Bonds, Derivatives and Hedge Funds” covers truly
“noble” ideas: The course discusses the main building blocks of modern finance for which the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences awarded Sveriges Riskbank Prizes in Economic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel in 1990, 1997, 2002, 2003 and 2013. These concepts are essential for
investment professionals analyzing and trading stocks, bonds, derivatives and managing
traditional portfolios as well as alternative investments such as hedge funds. Asset prices affect
the daily life of many people and contain important information for a wide variety of decision
makers. The purpose of the course is to make each student (more) familiar with the main
building blocks of modern finance and to show how financial analysts and portfolio managers can
implement the concepts in practice. The course participants have to study several articles and
textbook chapters discussing six fundamental concepts: (1) MM—Theorem (Nobel Memorial
Prize 1990); (2) CAPM and empirical analysis of asset prices (Nobel Memorial Prizes 1990 and
2013); 3) B&S Model (Nobel Memorial Prize 1997); (4) Behavioral Finance (Nobel Memorial
Prizes 2002 and 2013); (5) ARCH models (Nobel Memorial Prize 2003); (6) Cointegration (Nobel
Memorial Prize 2003). The reading list will be made available on the learning platform OLAT:
https://olat.server.uni—frankfurt.de/olat/dmz/. The six concepts will be discussed in the first
th
two meetings on April 29 and May 6th. “Tell me and I will forget. Show me and I will remember.
Involve me and I will understand”: The participants will form groups / be assigned to a group
during the first meeting on April 29th. The groups will meet on a weekly basis between May 6th
and July 3rd, to prepare the group presentations. Each group has to present one of the six
concepts in form of a presentation in the third and fourth course meeting on July 8th and July
9th. The presentation should discuss both the given theoretical concept (2/3 of the presentation)
and a practical example (1/3 of the presentation). Concrete practical examples will be assigned to
each group: (1) Equity valuation using a DCF model (“MM—Theorem group”); (2) Empirical
analysis of the risk and return characteristics of a given hedge fund strategy (“CAPM / Empirical
analysis group”); (3) Analysis of a given derivate strategy (“B&S group”); (4) Analysis of stock
markets using “Shiller PE ratios” (“Behavioral Finance group”); (5) Estimation of time—varying
volatilities using an ARCH model (“ARCH group”); (6) Discussion of a statistical arbitrage (“pairs
trading”) strategy using a cointegration model (“Cointegration group”).
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an understanding
of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the relevant
methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics and to lead
scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way. The graduates of the program

Goals/competency targets

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per
semester):
157 hours

Enrollment requirements

develop an in—depth understanding of six important concepts in finance for which the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences awarded Prizes in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel.
They master quantitative methods related to the six concepts in MATLAB. They cooperate with
others to prepare a written homework and a presentation in groups of three to six students. They
have soft skills to express their ideas and knowledge in written and oral expression.
This module is limited to 36 participants.
To attend this module students will have to register for it during the enrolment period. All
relevant information regarding the enrolment process and the following examination registration
can be found in the "Belegungsverfahren Finance Seminare” LSF-record.

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Dr. Jan Viebig

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a
grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
SCL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Empirical Asset Pricing

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The seminar deals with recent developments in empirical asset pricing. Each student will be
assigned essentially one research paper which has to be assessed critically. The students are
supposed to review the related literature, try to replicate the empirical results of the paper on
their own, try to extend the findings with different datasets, different methodologies, robustness
checks etc.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study



Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written and
oral forms to audiences from academia, government und business (LGMMF-1)
 Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and Finance
or International Economics and Economic Policy (LGMMF-3)
 Unsere Studierenden werden morderne Forschungstechniken in
betriebswirtschaftlichen Fragestellungen anwenden (LGBWL-2)
 Unsere Studierenden werden dazu befähigt sein, angemessene Kommunikationswege
zu nutzen und Verhandlungen in einem professionellen Arbeitsumfeld zu führen
(LGBWL-4)
This module is limited to 30 participants.
To attend this module students will have to register for it during the enrolment period. All
relevant information regarding the enrolment process and the following examination registration
can be found in the "Belegungsverfahren Finance Seminare” LSF-record.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Schedule

M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Christian Schlag
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per
semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed with
a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
SCT1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Microfinance

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The term microfinance (MF) refers to the provision of financial services to people in developing
and transition countries who have formerly not had access to the formal financial sector, that
is, to small and very small businesses and relatively poor people. At the latest, MF has become
a widely known and widely recognized element of development policy in 2005 when Prof.
Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank he had founded several years earlier were jointly
awarded the Noble Peace Price. Shortly after this, the wave of enthusiasm for MF was at its
peak. However, for various reasons, the enthusiasm created by the Noble Peace Price has
relatively soon given way to a more skeptical assessment of MF and its potential and
challenges. A crucial determinant for how MF can work and has an impact is how microfinance
institutions (MFIs) are designed, managed and supported in the context of development aid
policy.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
The seminar covers core issues of Microfinance (MF) and its development over time, the design
and management of MFIs and development policies aiming at supporting or repressing MF and
MFIs.
It aims at enabling students to assess the current debate about MF and its merits and to work
in MFIs or in microfinance support organizations or in development aid institutions dealing with
MF. Students are expected to write a paper in groups of up to 3 persons, to present interim
results in the middle of the semester (a one day session) and make a final presentation of the
finished paper at the end of the semester.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Prof. Dr. Reinhard H. Schmidt
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed
with a grade of 4.0 or better.
— B. Armendáriz de Aghion and J. Morduch: The economics of microfinance, Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 2005
— D. Roodman: Due Diligence: An Impertinent Inquiry into Microfinance, Washington, DC:
Center for Global Development, 2012
— R.H. Schmidt, H.D. Seibel and P. Thomes: From Microfinance to Inclusive Finance: Local
Finance Can Work, draft of a forthcoming book published by Wiley and Sons in 2006
— We strongly recommend to buy the paperback edition of the book by David Roodman.

Course abbreviation:
DNN1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Sustainable Banking

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The last financial crisis resulted in an unprecented liquidity shock on banks in the U.S. and
abroad. Banks are known as the main credit providers to firms and households, so a well
functioning banking system is central to the real economic activity. Therefore, to stabilize the
banking system, many governments around the world responded to the crisis with
conventional and unconventional monetary policies. In addition, the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision introduced Basel III as a set of precautionary measures that is imposed on
banks to protect the economy from financial crises similar to the last one. The objective of this
seminar is to analyze the banking system before and after the financial crisis with a focus on
financial regulation and sustainability.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study



Students develop specialized knowledge in understanding and analyzing advanced
problems arising in the banking literature with a focus on sustainability and financial
regulation. (LGBWL-1)
 Critical assessment of own research results is required in both, written form and in
group discussions. (LGMMF-3)
 Effective presentation and illustration of own research results. (LGBWL-4, LGMMF-1)
This module is limited to 30 participants.
To attend this module students will have to register for it during the enrolment period. All
relevant information regarding the enrolment process and the following examination
registration can be found in the "Belegungsverfahren Finance Seminare” LSF-record.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Schedule

M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor

Jun. Prof. Dr. Özlem Dursun-de Neef

Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed
with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Course abbreviation:
ILL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Topics in Theoretical Asset Pricing

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The purpose of this seminar is to provide students with a broad exposure to theoretical
research in asset pricing with a particular focus on how information affects asset prices.
Students will read academic papers and present their main findings and discuss possible
weaknesses and/or extensions with other students.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule

M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management
M.Sc. Business Informatics
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Philipp Illeditsch, Ph.D.

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
A seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed
with a grade of 4.0 or better.
The book “Asset Pricing and Portfolio Choice” by Kerry Back is an excellent and comprehensive
reference. A list of research papers for each topic will be distributed before the first meeting.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Course abbreviation:
BAR1:S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Trading Credit Risk with Credit Derivatives

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Credit Default Swaps (CDS) are one of the main financial innovations of the past decades. Due
to the progression to a highly liquid market, CDS have become a benchmark for price discovery
in the corporate debt market, and the CDS quote has become the clearest measure for the
market price of corporate default risk as well as sovereign default risk. The main purpose of
introducing CDS was to allow a transfer of default risk of certain individual entities and thus, to
manage the risk of default that arises from holding debt. The risk management benefits from
this hedging mechanism have been put forward as an important positive aspect of the CDS
market since its inception. However, with time the market also became used for speculative
motives, similar to a short position in stocks.
Topics
1. Structure of the CDS Market
2. Counterparty Risk in CDS Transactions
3. The Role of Central Counterparty in the CDS Market
4. Liquidity on the CDS Market
5. Relation between CDS and Equity
6. CDS and Corporate Bonds
7. CDS and Credit Supply (75, 81)
8. CDS and the Empty Creditor Problem
9. CDS and Risk—Taking Incentives
10. CDS and the Sovereign—Bank Nexus
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way. Advanced theoretical,
methodological and empirical knowledge in understanding and analyzing the usage of credit
default swaps. Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business .
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Management

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Schedule

M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Mark Wahrenburg, Dr. Andreas Barth

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
A seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed
with a grade of 4.0 or better.
A list of research papers for each topic will be distributed before the first meeting.

Course abbreviation:
HAK1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Finance

Course name:
Personal Finance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
There is abundant evidence that many households make costly mistakes when it comes to
managing their financial wealth and saving for retirement. Observable household investment
and financing behavior is rarely consistent with the precepts of modern finance theory.This
seminar will not only deal with typical household financial decisions and widespread mistakes
but will also focus on possible instruments and mechanisms to help households improve their
decision making. Topics will include long—term asset allocation, portfolio choice in the presence
of background risk, the role of financial advice, financial product design, emerging retail
banking business models and changes in pension systems. Seminar participants are expected to
write a paper that surveys the relevant literature. Seminar papers are presented and discussed
in class.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
Basic knowledge of STATA
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Information Technologies
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in International Management
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Andreas Hackethal, PhD

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study

Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown

—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

English
Grading will be based on a seminar paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
A list of relevant papers will be provided at the beginning of the course.

Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
ALTI

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar – Finance

Course name:
Topics on Empirical Corporate Finance
Description

Active course time:
34 h (3 semester hours per week)
Empirical studies on firms’ financing and investment decisions have seen a relevant growth in
the last decades. The objective of this seminar is to deal with some advanced research
techniques that allow revealing the ways that these decisions are made. In particular, the
seminar will concentrate on the classical issue of the capital structure choice. The process
through which the firm choses the amount of debt/capital ratio is largely debated in the
literature, and covers several explanations. This includes the effect of expected bankruptcies
costs, tax shields, and agency costs. Seminar topics will build on these mayor topics. The
seminar will be in English. Students taking the seminar are expected to have a basic experience
with STATA.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
Basic knowledge of STATA
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Michela Altieri, PhD

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
2 CP: Seminar
4 CP: Final Exam
English
Term paper (60%) and presentation (40%)
A list of relevant papers will be provided at the beginning of the course.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
146 h

Course abbreviation:
PEL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar – Finance

Course name:
Topics on Financial Regulation and Systemic Risk
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The primary objective of this Master seminar is to survey the major theoretical and empirical
issues regarding financial regulation and specifically the current regulation and supervision on
Systemic Risk. Systemic Risk is currently one of the most debated concepts in financial
regulation, financial economics, banking and macro—finance.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in Business Administration
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Loriana Pelizzon, PhD
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Grading will be based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
The course will be a mixture of presentation by the instructor and by course participants

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Compulsory Electives, Money Seminars
Course abbreviation:
SIE1: S17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
The Liability of German Taxpayers for the ECB and other Central
Banks of the Euro System
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

In the political and media discussion, the purchasing programs of the European System of
Central Banks were regularly criticized because the associated risks would ultimately be a
burden on the German taxpayer. This has also been repeatedly expressed by some economists
(for example, Sinn). The question of whether such liability or other necessary supplementary
funding actually applies the Federal Republic of Germany will be investigated more closely in
this course. On closer examination, both a de jure liability as well as a de facto need for
additional funding due to economic reasons, are uncertain and require a detailed analysis.
The seminar places will be given in the kick—off meeting on April 20, at 3 pm: If there are more
applicants than places, there will be a randomized selection.
The registration will be carried out by signature during the kick—off meeting or afterwards no
later than 26.04.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann; Prof. Volker Wieland, Ph.D.
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
Bundesverassungsgericht, Urteil vom 21. Juni 2016, 2 BvR 2728/13, 2 BvR 2729/13, 2

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

BvR2730/13, 2 BvR2731/13, „ BvR 13/13, vor allem Rn. 217
Ernhagen, Tomas, Vesterlund, Magnus, and Viotti, Stafan, How much equity does a central
bank nee? Economic Review 2/2002, S. 5—18
Kemmler, Iris, Die Anstaltslast, 2001
Välimäki, Tuomas, Central banking and balance sheet risks, Bank of Finland Bulletin 4, 2011, S.
37—48
Zelllweger—Gutknecht, Corinne, „Negativzins“ und Bilanzsituation der SNB aus
monetärrechtlicher Sicht, Jusletter vom 9. Feburar 2015, http://jusletter.weblaw.ch

Course abbreviation:
SIE1: S19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Die Europäische Bankenunion
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
1.

Das Europäische Finanzaufsichtssystem ESFS (European System of Financial Supervision) - Überblick und Darstellung seiner Aufgaben und Befugnisse (jur)

2.

Die Bedeutung des European Stability Mechanism (ESM) bei der Rekapitalisierung
von Banken (jur/ökon)

3.

Die Gründe für die Schaffung der Europäischen Bankenunion (jur/ökon)

4.

Grundkonzeption der Europäischen Bankenunion – Darstellung und kritische
Würdigung (jur)

5.

Bankenaufsicht durch Notenbanken – Vorteile und Nachteile (jur/ökon)

6.

Darstellung des einheitlichen Europäischen Aufsichtsmechanismus (Single
Supervisory Mechanism - SSM) (jur/ökon)

7.

Vereinbarkeit der Verordnung zur Übertragung von Aufgaben in der Aufsicht über
Kredit-institute auf die Europäische Zentralbank (VO EU 1024/2013) mit Art. 127 Abs.
6 AEUV (jur)

8.

Das Erfordernis demokratischer Leitung, Verantwortlichkeit und Kontrolle im Hinblick
auf die Unabhängigkeit von Einrichtungen der Bankenaufsicht (jur)

9.

Das Verhältnis der Europäischen Zentralbank (EZB) zur Europäischen
Aufsichtsbehörde (European Banking Authority - EBA) (jur)

10. Makroprudenzielle Aufsicht über Banken in Europa – Institutionen, Instrumente und
Ver-fahren (jur/ökon)
11. Der einheitliche europäische Abwicklungsmechanismus (SRM) (jur/ökon)
12. Sicherung der Zahlungsfähigkeit des Single Resolution Fund (SRF) durch staatliche Garantien (jur/ökon)
13. Die Schaffung einer Europäischen Einlagensicherung (European Deposit Insurance

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Sys-tem - EDIS) als dritte Säule der Bankenunion (jur/ökon)
14. Verantwortlichkeit der Zentralbanken für die Finanzstabilität? (jur/ökon)
Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Im Rahmen des Seminares sollen sich die Studierenden der Fachbereich 01 und 02 weitgehend
selbständig ein wissenschaftliches Thema erarbeiten. Dadurch sollen ihre Kenntnisse und
Fähigkeiten bezüglich einer sinnvollen rechts- und wirtschaftswissenschaftlichen Arbeitsweise
vertieft werden. Ein wichtiges Ziel ist das Erlernen der Fähigkeit, komplizierte Sachverhalte
übersichtlich und verständlich darzustellen und zu präsentieren. Weiterhin soll die Kompetenz
geschult werden, Diskussionen über rechts- und wirtschaftswissenschaftliche Themen in einer
differenzierten Form zu führen. Zudem soll den Studierenden ein erster Einblick in die
Interdisziplinarität des Themenfeldes ermöglicht werden.
Die Teilnehmerzahl ist auf 23 (maximal 9 Studierende aus dem FB 02) beschränkt, bei zu
großem Interesse werden die Plätze nach Losverfahren zugeteilt.
Die Vorbesprechung mit Vergabe der Themen findet für Studierende des FB 01
(Rechtswissenschaft) am Donnerstag, 7. Februar 2019, 15 Uhr (s.t.), Raum E.01 (Deutsche
Bank) des House of Finance statt. Für Studierende des FB 02 (Wirtschaftswissenschaft) findet
die Vorbesprechung am Donnerstag, 11. April 2019, 15 Uhr (s.t.), Raum E.01 (Deutsche Bank)
des House of Finance statt. Die endgültige Themenvergabe und Prüfungsanmeldung erfolgt
jedoch erst am 24. April 2019. Abgabetermin für die Seminararbeiten ist Freitag, 7. Juni 2019,
12 Uhr, Raum 4.46.

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy / Rechtswissenschaften
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann; Prof. Volker Wieland, Ph.D.; Prof. Dr. Roland Broemel
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
—

Course abbreviation:
WÖR1:S19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Multinational Corporations and Human Rights
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

This course is organized in three parts: First, we discuss the theoretical foundations of business
ethics, that is, (political) CSR and corporate citizenship, transnational legal theory, and the
business and human rights debate. Second, we study some of the most important
transnational multi-stakeholder CSR initiatives such as the U.N. Global Compact, the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights. In the third and main part of the seminar, our focus is on a variety of case
studies ranging from banks and human rights, to conflict minerals, and the ethical issues of the
mining, palm oil, and textile industries – to name a few.
At the end of the course, students should...



Be able to effectively structure complex ideas and communicate business-ethical
content (i.e., concepts and theories) in both written and oral forms to audiences from
academia, government, and business.



Be aware of and understand business-ethical standards (i.e., codes of conduct), as
well as the socio-economic and ethical consequences and impacts of decision making
in economics and business.



Have advanced their theoretical and practical knowledge in Money and Finance and
International Economics and Economic Policy.



Be able to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations through
the application of scientific methods.

This module is limited to 20 participants.
Students can take part in the allocation procedure within the application period via QIS
application for an assignment.
The application function is only visible and available, if logged in. Refer to the instruction for
details (Instruction Module Application).
The result of the allocation procedure will probably be available two days after the application

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

period in QIS-LSF (My Functions > My Lectures).
A successful assignment (”application status ZU-accepted”) entitles students to register for the
exam, but does not replace it! The exam registration takes place with the Exam Registration
and Withdrawal Deadline via QIS exam registration: My Functions > Administration of exams >
Register for Exams (Instruction Exam Registration - available only in German).



Application Deadline: 25th März – 5th April 2019



Exam Registration and Withdrawal Deadline: 11th – 24th April 2019

An assignment of available capacities will take place on April 25, 2019 9:30 to 12:00 a.m. at the
Examination Office. An additional registration, even without participation in the allocation
procedure via LSF course enrolment, will then be possible according to the first come - first
served principle. If desired and available, the registration of a second seminar or module out of
the same pool will also be possible that way. Available capacities will be displayed at 09:20 a.m.
at the Examination Office. Registration of available capacities takes place in person.
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Manuel Wörsdörfer
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Academic Credit: Presentation (40%), plus seminar paper (ca. 10 pages) (60%). For the students
to reach the 6 credit points, all parts will have to be graded with at least fair (4.0).
Topic Assignment: The seminar paper and presentation topics will be assigned by the lecturer.
Students are expected to send an email with their student ID and at least three topic
preferences (see list below) to manuel.woersdoerfer@maine.edu no later than April 28, 2019.
The topics will be assigned taking the respective topic preferences into account (max. three
students per topic).
Deadlines: Seminar papers have to be submitted via email no later than Sunday, June 23, 2019
at 11:59 pm. The submission deadline for the in-class presentations is Sunday, June 30, 2019.

Presentations: Presentation time: 20-25 minutes. Presentations will be held in groups of max.
three students. Handouts are to be made available during the presentation.
Recommended literature

Woersdoerfer, Manuel (2018): Engineering & Computer Ethics; Dubuque, Great River Learning.

Course abbreviation:
KAA1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
The Macroeconomics of Inequality
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The seminar deals with the macroeconomics of income and wealth inequality. The major
questions to be studies are: (i) which mechanisms generate the observed inequality among
households, and, (ii) what is the role of public policy with respect to these inequalities. To
tackle these questions, we are going to review recent developments in the literature of
heterogeneous agent dynamic macroeconomic models. The quantitative economic models
feature households who differ from each other in terms of luck and/or innate factors such as
ability to learn or produce in the labor market and initial asset positions. Due to these
differences and the consequent household decisions, the models generate different patterns of
income, wealth and consumption inequality

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Topics
The workhorse economic models of the macroeconomics of income and wealth inequality are
based on the literature on exogenously incomplete markets. The majority of the studies listed
in the topics use a version of this framework. It is highly recommended that seminar
participants go over all the materials in the introductory list below in order to get familiar with
the basic framework and its applications.
Students learn how to write an academic seminar paper on a research topic related to the
seminar topic. They develop skills to present and discuss their seminar topic in front of an
academic audience.
They use their theoretical and empirical knowledge from macroeconomics and econometrics
to understand and apply quantitative macroeconomic models of inequality.
They learn how to apply quantitative models of wealth and income analysis to examine policyrelevant research questions.
Orientation Meeting: October 31, at 10:00, room Toronto HoF 3.68.
This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students, who want to take this course, have to take part in the allocation procedure within
th
th
the application period from September 17 to October 5 via LSF course enrolment.
The enrolment function is only visible and available if logged in.
If the number of applicants exceeds the number of participants, the assignments will be drawn
by lots. That is, at the end of the application period, all enrolments made within the application
period are taken into account on an equal basis.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

th

The result of the allocation procedure will probably be available from October 9 , in QIS-LSF
via My Functions > My Lectures.
A successful assignment (”application status ZU-accepted”) entitles students to register for the
th
exam, but does not replace it! The exam registration and withdrawal takes place from 11 to
24th of October in person by signature at the secretariat of the chair (HoF 3.48) during regular
office hours. A failure to register for the exam automatically leads to the loss of the assignment
out of the allocation procedure.
Students, who did not take part in the allocation procedure or did not get an assignment,
may not be allowed for registration.
th

th

Application Period: September 17 – October 5 Exam Registration and Withdrawal
th
th
Deadline: October 11 – 24
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Leo Kaas
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The seminar grade will be based on a written seminar paper (60%) and a seminar presentation
(40%). Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
All seminar participants will give presentations of around 40 minutes followed by a discussion.
Active participation in these discussions is expected
Introductory Materials
Surveys: Ríos-Rull (1995), Heathcote et al. (2009), Krueger et al. (2016)
Papers: Aiyagari (1994), Huggett (1993), Huggett (1996)
1.

Sources and Implications of Rising Wage Inequality

o

Kambourov and Manovskii (2009), Heathcote et al. (2010), Guvenen et al.
(2014), Greenwood

et al. (2016)
2.

Lifecycle Earnings Inequality and the Role of Initial Conditions

o
3.

Wealth Inequality and Entrepreneurship

o
4.

Quadrini (2000), Cagetti and De Nardi (2006), Kitao (2008), Cagetti and De
Nardi (2009)

Wealth Inequality, Top Earners Labor Risk and Bequests

o
5.

Keane and Wolpin (1997), Storesletten et al. (2004), Huggett et al. (2011)

Castaneda et al. (2003), De Nardi (2004), De Nardi and Yang (2014)

Wealth Inequality and Differential Asset Returns

Benhabib et al. (2011), Benhabib et al. (2015), Cao and Luo (2017)

Course abbreviation:
SIE1: W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Die Entwicklung des Geldes - Vom Aureus zu Bitcoins
Description
Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann; Prof. Volker Wieland, Ph.D.
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
60% Hausarbeit und 40% mündliche Leistung (Präsentation).
Masterstudenten der Wirtschaftswissenschaften können einen Leistungsnachweis in den
Bereichen International Economics and Economic Policy, sowie Money and Finance erbringen.
In Einzelfällen können ökonomische Arbeiten und Prüfungen auch in englischer Sprache
erfolgen. Bitte klären Sie dies in der Vorbesprechung mit den Dozenten.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Course abbreviation:
KLU1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Topics in Growth Theory
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar will deal with central concepts of modern economic growth theory. Students will
learn about determinants of economic growth, modelling growth dynamics and evaluating
empirical growth performance. They will also be taught a set of presentation skills.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements



Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written
and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business.



Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in
International Economics and Economic Policy.



Ability to conduct policy analyses and draft policy recommendations through the
application of scientific methods.

Kick-off-meeting: Wednesday, Oct 31, 16:15 -17.45, Room: 4.202 RuW-Building.
Students will have to sign the registration list and commit to one of the seminar topics during
this meeting.
Paper presentations: Thursday and Friday, Jan. 24 and 25, 2019, 9am - 5pm on Campus
Westend
Attendance at the kick-off meeting and the paper presentations is mandatory. Inquiries should
be sent to jurkat@wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de.

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
11th to 24th of October.
—
MSc in Money and Finance
MSc in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Rainer Klump, Dr. Anne Jurkat
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self-study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Evaluation is based on: 60 % single-authored seminar paper (15 pages) , 40% presentation
(approx. 25 minutes in groups of max. 3 students). Each partial requirement needs to be
passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Basic Literature



Acemoglu, Daron (2009), Introduction to modern economic growth, Princeton



Weil, David N. (2016), Economic growth, 3. Ed., Boston

Additional Reading



Barro, Robert J. and Sala-i-Martin, Xavier (2004), Economic growth, 2. Ed.,
Cambridge, MA/ London



Jones, Charles I. and Vollrath, Dietrich (2013), Introduction to economic growth, 3.
Ed., New York

Topics for Papers and Presentations
10. Population and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 4)
11. Human capital and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 6)
12. Technology and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 8)
13. Directed technological change (see Acemoglu, Chapter 15)
14. Growth in the open economy (see Weil, Chapter 11)
15. The role of government in growth (see Weil, Chapter 12)
16. Growth and income inequality (see Weil, Chapter 13)
17. Culture and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 14)
18. Natural resources and economic growth (see Weil, Chapter 15)
Growth and the environment (see Weil, Chapter 16)

Course abbreviation:
HIL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Monetary Models of Inflation, Employment and Welfare

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Description

The seminar discusses macroeconomic models designed to study monetary policy and its
impact on real and financial variables. Specific questions to be addresses are: How does
monetary policy affect monetary variables such as prices, interest rates, and governmental
debt? Can it be used to foster economic growth and increase real variables such as output,
wages, and employment? What are the mutual interdependencies between monetary and
fiscal policy? Which objectives should monetary policy pursue? What are the welfare cost of
inflation? Seminar topics are based on the two major workhorses of modern macroeconomics
in this field: First, the New Classical framework which assumes price-taking behavior of all
market participants combined with perfect price flexibility on all markets. Second, the New
Keynesian models which incorporate various frictions such as monopolistic competition and/or
staggered price adjustments. In recent years, the New Keynesian approach has become the
dominant framework used at central banks to guide decisions on monetary policy.
The seminar is designed for advanced master students in their third or higher semester who
have a strong interest in economic theory and mathematical model building. It is therefore
tailor-made for students who took the course "Monetary Policy, Inflation, and Business Cycles".
 Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both written
and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business. (LGMMF-1)
 Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money and
Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy. (LGMMF-3)
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
Monetary Policy, Inflation, and Business Cycles
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Marten Hillebrand
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

Grading will be based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
Participants must hand in a seminar paper (approx. 12-15 pages, font size 12 pt., 1-1.5 line
spacing, preferably written using LaTeX), and deliver a presentation on their topic. Each
presentation lasts about 30 minutes, plus 15 minutes of discussion. Active participation of all
participants in these discussions is expected. Further details will be announced during the kickoff meeting.
Bergin, P. R. (2000): ”Fiscal Solvency and Price Level Determination in a Monetary Union”,
Journal of Monetary Economics, 45, 37–53.
Cochrane, J. H. (2011): ”Determinacy and Identifcation with Taylor Rules”, Journal of Political
Economy, 119, 565–615.
Cochrane, J. H. (2014): ”Monetary Policy with Interest on Reserves”, Journal of Economic
Dynamics and Control, 49, 74–108.
Gali, J. (2008): Monetary Policy, Inflation, and the Business Cycle. Princeton University Press,
Princeton a.o.
Leeper, E. M. (1991): ”Equilibria under ’active’ and ’passive’ fiscal and monetary policies”,
Journal of Monetary Economics, 27, 129–147.
Lucas, R. E. (2000): ”Inflation and Welfare”, Econometrica, 68(2), 247–274.
Schmitt-Grohe, S. & M. Uribe (2011): ”The Optimal Rate of Inflation”, in Handbook of Monetary
Economics, Volume 3, ed. by B. M. Friedman & M. Woodford, S. 653–722. Elsevier, NorthHolland.
Walsh, C. E. (2010): Monetary Theory and Policy. MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Course abbreviation:
MÖN1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Monetary Policy and Financial Markets

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Description

In this seminar, we will analyze how monetary policy affects financial markets. We will do so by
presenting and discussing recent papers from the fast-growing literature on the effects of
monetary policy decisions, market participants anticipation and central banks communication
thereof on bond, equity, foreign exchange and other markets.
 Students will learn to effectively structure an academic seminar and verbally
communicate economic content to an academic audience. They will learn to be
critical in a constructive way. They will further learn to concisely summarize
economic content in written form. Given the page restrictions on the seminar paper,
special emphasis will be given to streamlining their insights. (LGMMF-1)
 Through active participation in group discussions, students will understand the
importance of inter-personal and leadership skills. (LGMMF-2)
 By discussing and critically evaluating state-of-the-art research papers from the field,
students will acquire and learn to apply theoretical, methodological and empirical
knowledge in Money and Finance. (LGMMF-3)
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Emanuel Mönch
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Grading will be based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Course abbreviation:
KAA1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Macroeconomics of Housing Markets

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)

Description

This seminar deals with the incorporation of housing consumption and homeownership choice
in quantitative macroeconomic models with heterogeneous households. Utilizing such model
tools allows researchers to study: (i) the economic determinants of homeownership, and (ii)
the consequences of various policy changes in the housing market for household welfare and
inequality. Most studies of housing in macroeconomics concentrate on the United States. Next
to reviewing those studies, we are going to take a look at quantitative models aiming to
understand housing markets in European countries. The macroeconomic models usually rely on
collateral constraints, incomplete markets and transaction costs as key ingredients. Such
frictions in the housing market are empirically justified and leave room for public policy
interventions.
 LGMMF-1: Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in
both written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business.
 LGMMF-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money
and Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy.
 LGMMF-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.
 LGIEEP-1: Ability to effectively structure and communicate economic content in both
written and oral forms to audiences from academia, government and business.
 LGIEEP-3: Advanced theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in Money
and Finance or International Economics and Economic Policy.
 LGIEEP-4: Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft recommendations
through the application of scientific methods.
This module is limited to 30 participants.
Students, who want to take this course, have to take part in the allocation procedure within
the application period from March 13 to April 3 via LSF course enrolment. The enrolment
function is only visible and available if logged in. Please note this attached instruction
(available only in German).
If the number of applicants exceeds the number of participants, the assignments will be drawn
by lots. That is, at the end of the application period, all enrolments made within the application
period are taken into account on an equal basis. The result of the allocation procedure will
probably be available as from April 4 in QIS-LSF via My Functions --> My Lectures.
A successful assignment („application status ZU”) entitles students to register for the exam,
but does not replace it! The exam registration and withdrawal takes place from 5 to 18 April
in person by signature at the secretariat of the chair (HoF 3.48) during the regular office

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

hours. A failure to register for the exam automatically leads to the loss of the assignment out
of the allocation procedure.
Students, who did not take part in the allocation procedure or did not get an assignment,
may not be allowed for registration.
Application Period: March 13 – April 3
Exam Registration and Withdrawal Deadline: April 5 – 18
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Leo Kaas
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
—

Course abbreviation:
SIE1:W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
The Purchasing Programs of Central Banks
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This interdisciplinary seminar examines the purchasing programs of important central banks
(Eurozone, UK, Switzerland, Japan, U.S.). It covers the embedding of these programs within
monetary policy, the conditions and extent of the programs as well as an analysis of the
effects. From a legal perspective, the underlying central bank laws will be covered and
compared. Furthermore, certain economic questions, especially pertaining to the effects of the
programs will be examined.
—
The seminar is limited to 15 participants. The seminar places will be given in the kick-off
meeting. If there are more applicants than places, there will be a randomized selection. The
registration will be carried out by signature from 12.10-25.10.10.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy, Law Degree
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%). Each partial
requirement needs to be passed in order to pass the whole seminar.
 Acharya, Viral / Eisert, Tim / Eufinger, Christian / Hirsch /Christian, Whatever it takes:
The Real Effects of Unconventional Monetary Policy, May 2016
 Adler, Gustavo / Castro, Pedro / Tovar, Camilo E., Does Central Bank Capital Matter
for Monetary Policy? IMF Working Paper 12/60 (February 2012)Beck, Guenter
W./Wieland Volker (eds.): Quantitative Easing in the Euro Area: Its Record and Future
Prospects, IMFS Interdisciplinary Studies in Monetary and Financial Stability 1/2017
 Bech, Morton Linnemann / Malkhozov, Aytek, How have central banks implemented
negative policy rates? BIS Quarterly Review March 2016, S. 31-44
 Belke, Ansgar, How much fiscal backing must the ECB have? The Euro is not the

Learning goals and competencies
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours



















Philippines, DIW Discussion Papers No 996, April 2010
Benecká, Sona / Holub, Tomás / Kadlčáková, Narcisa Liliana / Kubicová, Ivana, Does
Central Financial Strength Matter for Inflation? An Empirical Analysis, Czech National
Bank, Working Paper Series, 3/2012
Borio, Claudio / Zabai, Anna, Unconventional monetary policy: A mission link in the
transmission mechanism? Journal of Financial Stability 8.4 (2016), S. 236-251
Buiter, Willem H., Can Central Banks Go Broke? CEPR Policy Insight No. 24, May 2008
Buiter, Willem H. / Panigirtzoglou, Nikolas, Overcoming the Zero Bound on Nominal
Interest Rates with Negative Interest on Currency: Gesell’s solution, Economic Journal
113 (2003), S. 723-746
Bunea, Daniela / Karakitsos, Polychronis / Merriman, Niall / Studener, Werner, Profit
distribution and loss coverage rules for central banks, ECB Occasional Paper Series,
No 169, April 2016
Deutsche Bundesbank, Verteilungseffekte der Geldpolitik, Monatsbericht September
2016, S. 15
Ferguson, Niall / Schaab / Andreas / Schularick, Moritz, Central Bank Balance
Sheets:Expansion and Reduction since 1900, ECB Forum on Central Banking, May
2014
Heun, Werner, Eine verfassungswidrige Verfassungsgerichtsentscheidung – der
Vorlagebeschluss des BVerfG vom 14.1.2014, Juristen-Zeitung 2014, S. 331-337
Hirdina, Ralph, Kritische Anmerkungen zum Urteil des EuGH über den OTM[OMT]Beschluss der EZB, Aktionskreis Stabiles Geld
Huff, Martin W., EZB hätte Staatsanleihen-Kauf nicht beschließen durfen, Legal
Tribune Online 07.02.2014
International Monetary Fund, Unconventional monetary policies – recent
experiences and prospects, April 2013
Rule, Garreth, Understanding the central bank balance sheet, Bank of England,
Handbook – No. 32, 2015
Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung, Zukunftsfähigkeit in den Mittelpunkt, Jahresgutachten 2015/16, 2015,
Kapitel 4: Euro-Raum: Anleihekäufe verlangsamen, Reformen beschleunigen
(Abschnitte I bis IV, S. 124-161), Kapitel 5: Risiken durch Niedrigzinsen, Chancen
durch die Kapitalmarktunion (Abschnitt I, S. 178-200)
Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung, Zeit
für Reformen, Jahresgutachten 2016/17, 2016, Kapitel 3: Deutschland: Expansive
Geldpolitik treibt Wachstum über Potential (S. 88-134), Kapitel 5: Niedrigzinsen
weder für den Euro-Raum noch für Deutschland angemessen (S. 182-240)
Seidel, Martin, Europarechtsverstöße und Verfassungsbruch im Doppelpack, EuZW
2011, S. 241



Siekmann, Helmut, The Legality of Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) of the
European System of Central Banks, in: Frank Rövekamp, Moritz Bälz, Hanns Günther
Hilpert (eds.), Central Banking and Financial Stability in East Asia, 2015, S. 101-123
 Siekmann, Helmut, Die Einstandspflicht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland für die
Deutsche Bundes und die Europäische Zentralbank, in: Helmut Siekmann (Hrsg.),
Festschrift für Theodor Baums zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, 2017, S. 1145-117
 Steinbach, Armin, Die Rechtmäßigkeit der Anleihekäufe der Europäischen
Zentralbank, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 2013, S. 918-921
 Stella, Peter / Klueh, Ulrich H., Central Bank Financial Strength and Policy
Performance: An Econometric Evaluation, IMF Working Papers July 1, 2008
 Taylor, John B., Slow economic growth as a phase in a policy performance cycle,
Journal of Policy Modeling 38 (2016), S. 649-655
 Taylor, John B. / Wieland, Volker, Finding the equilibrium real interest rate in a fog of
policy deviations, IMFS Working Paper Series 103 (2016)
 Välimäki, Tuoma, Bank of Finland Bulletin 4/2011
 Wieland, Joachim, Whatever it takes, Legal Tribune Online, 16.06.2015
 Wieland, Joachim, Überschreitet die EZB ihre Befugnisse? Legal Tribune Online
15.08.2017
 Zellweger-Gutknecht, Corinne, „Negativzins“ und Bilanzsituation der SNB aus
monetärrechtlicher Sicht, Jusletter next, 9. Februar 2015
Supreme court decisions:
 OMT: BVerfGE 134, 366; 142, 123; EuGH Urteil v. 16.06.2015 Rs. C-62/14 - Gauweiler
 PSPP ([E]APP): BVerfG, Beschl. v. 15.08.2017, Az. 2 BvR 859/15, 2 BvR 980/16 u. w.

Course abbreviation:
SCD1:S18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Capital and Distribution
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
The theory of capital is connected with distribution theory in several ways. The value of capital
depends on the level of distribution between profits and wages in a manner complicated in the
general case, but needs to be simple and special, if the neoclassical theory of distribution is to
hold. This connection leads to the critique of capital theory, which was the subject of hot
debates in the 1960s and 70s and which has taken a new turn recently. At a less abstract level,
all theories of distribution must be developed in the context of capital accumulation, which
depends primarily on the rate of investment according to Keynesian theory, but also on savings
behaviour. The seminar will address these theoretical issues. Moreover, several papers will
examine the change of distribution relationships over time empirically, and in particular the
increasing concentration of wealth.
 Students will be endowed with different theoretical concepts and approaches in the
theories of distribution. (LGMMF-3, LGIEEP-3)
 Students will understand the historical and political contexts of income distribution
and different ethical arguments. LGMMF-2, LGIEEP-2, LGMMF-4, LGIEEP-4)
 Students will improve and deepen their understanding of economic theory. (LGMMF1, LGIEEP-1)
 Students will actively participate in discussions and are required to present the
results of their research in oral and written form. (LGMMF-1, LGIEEP-1)
The number of participants is limited to 20 due to the number of beds. Registration will take
place at the organisational meeting. If the number of interested students exceeds the number
of beds, the first come first serve rule applies.
To secure yourself a place in the seminar you can pre-register at the chair by submitting
the signed registration form until the 17th of April to Anastasia Biermann. Please hand in
the original printed version at the organisational meeting. Your decision on the preferred topics
can be added after the introduction and elaboration at the organisational meeting.
In the period from 5th to 18th of April students have to officially register for the
examination by personally signing an exam registration list. This will be possible at the
organisational meeting on April 17th and, if you are not able to attend, by contacting Anastasia
Biermann within the deadline. Additionally, the original signed registration form of our chair
will be needed at the organisational meeting.
Withdrawal is possible only until the 18th of April.

Learning goals and competencies

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation
Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

One semester
Prof. Dr. Dr. Dres. h.c. Bertram Schefold
—
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on homework (60%) and presentation (40%). Each partial requirement
needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
 Aghion, P. & Howitt, P. (2008). The Economics of Growth. Cambridge Mass.: The MIT
Press.
 Blaug, M. (1999). Economic Theory in Retrospect (5th ed.). Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
 Dobb, M. (1973). Theories of Value and Distribution since Adam Smith. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
 Foley, D. K., & Michl, T. R. (1999). Growth and Distribution. Cambridge Mass.:
Harvard University Press.
 Garegnani, P. (1984). Value and Distribution in the Classical Economists and Marx.
Oxford Economic Papers, 36, pp. 291–325.
 Roncaglia, A. (2005). The wealth of ideas: a history of economic thought. Cambridge:
Univ. Press.
 Schefold, B. (1997). Normal Prices, Technical Change and Accumulation. London:
MacMillan.
 Shaikh, A. (2016). Capitalism - Competition, Conflict, Crises. Oxford: Univ. Press.

Course abbreviation:
HIL1:W18

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Asset Bubbles and the Macroeconomy

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

A bubble is an asset which trades at a price above its fundamental value. Classical examples are
fiat money or a bond with infinite maturity which never pays any dividends which both have a
fundamental value of zero. Further examples are governmental debt rolled over indefinitely
and even pure pay-as you go systems of Social Security. An intriguing question is whether and
how bubbles can emerge in models with perfectly rational investors under perfect foresight
and under which conditions this happens. A second set of questions refers to the welfare
implications and how the emergence of a bubble affects macroeconomic variables like
investment, employment, and growth. The goal of this seminar is to discuss a number of
classical and more recent models which address these and related problems.
Seminar Topics
Following is the list of seminar topics. The reference(s) in brackets should serve as the main
source for your seminar paper. In addition, you should also look at additional references, e.g.,
those cited in the main paper to put the topic and results into a broader perspective. Finally,
when describing the model and results you should not just copy the equations and formulae
but instead try to add further explanations and derivations not explicitly given in the original
paper whenever possible.
1. Asset Bubbles in OLG Models with Production (Tirole (1985))
2. Confidence and the Real Value of Money in an OLG Economy (Weil (1987))
3. Temporary Monetary Bubbles (Michel & Wigniolle (2003))
4. Bubbles in OLG Models of Pure Exchange (Magill & Quinzii (2003))
5. Asset Bubbles in the Presence of Borrowing Constraints (Kunieda (2008))
6. Bubbles and Speculative Growth (Caballero, Farhi & Hammour (2006))
7. Bubbles and Economic Growth (Martin & Ventura (2012))
8. A Leverage-based Model of Speculative Bubbles (Barlevy (2015))
9. Speculative Bubbles and Financial Crises (Wang & Wen (2012))
10. Asset Bubbles, Collateral, and Policy Analysis (Miao, Wang & Zhou (2015))
11. Stock Market Bubbles and Employment (Miao, Wang & Xu (2016))
12. Banking Bubbles and Financial Crisis (Miao & Wang (2015))
Depending on the number of participants, presentations will be delivered individually or by
groups of two or up to three participants.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Goals/competency targets
Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

—
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period
12th to 25th of October. If you are admitted for participation, please send an email
to Hillebrand@em.uni-frankfurt.de with your preferred topic and at least two (ranked)
alternatives on October 27. We will assign the seminar topics during the kick-off meeting on
October 30 from 4-5 pm in HoF 1.28 / Shanghai. Presentations will take place as a blocked
course in January.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Marten Hillebrand
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Presentation (40%), Essay (60%), Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of
4.0 or better.
 Barlevy, G. (2015): „A leverage-based model of speculative bubbles", Journal of
Economic Theory, 153, 459-505.
 Caballero, R., E. Farhi & M. L. Hammour (2006): „Speculative growth: Hints from the
U.S. economy", American Economic Review, 96, 11591192.
 Kunieda, T. (2008): „Asset bubbles and borrowing constraints", Journal of
Mathematical Economics, 44, 112-131.
 Magill, M. & M. Quinzii (2003): „Indeterminacy of equilibrium in stochastic OLG
models", Economic Theory, 21, 435-454.
 Martin, A. & J. Ventura (2012): „Economic Growth with Bubbles", American Economic
Review, 102, 3033-3058.
 Miao, J. & P. Wang (2015): „Banking Bubbles and Financial Crisis", Journal of
Economic Theory, 157, 763792.
 Miao, J., P. Wang & L. Xu (2016): „Stock market bubbles and
unemployment", Economic Theory, 61, 273-307.

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature







Miao, J., P. Wang & J. Zhou (2015): „Asset bubbles, collateral, and policy
analysis", Journal of Monetary Economics, 76, S57-S70.
Michel, P. & B. Wigniolle (2003): „Temporary Bubbles", Journal of Economic Theory,
112, 173-183.
Tirole, J. (1985): „Asset Bubbles and Overlapping Generations", Econometrica, 53(6),
1499-1528
Wang, P. & Y. Wen (2012): „Speculative Bubbles and Financial Crises", American
Economic Journal: Macroeconomics, 4, 184-221.
Weil, P. (1987): „Confidence and the real value of money in an overlapping
generations economy", Quarterly Journal of Economics, 102, 1-22.

Course abbreviation:
FAI1:S19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Topics in Banking and Macro

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

In this course we will study macro models in which finance, banking and crises play a crucial
role in the transmission of shocks. We will consider models in which financial markets are not
complete, which results from the presence of asymmetric information among market
participants, limited participation and/or oligopolistic competition in the banking sector. We
will explore the role of banking panics and financial crises in general for the dynamic of the
macroeconomy and for optimal policy. We will also consider the role of complexity in
determining systemic risk.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Ester Faia, Ph.D.
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Presentation (40%)
Essay (60%)
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
—

Goals/competency targets

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Course abbreviation:
HAL1:W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Household Saving, Borrowing and Portfolios

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Indicative topics to be considered include

Goals/competency targets



Household participation in the stock market



Household portfolio changes over the life cycle



Household portfolio choices and the influence of knowledge, trust and social
interactions



International comparisons of household asset holdings



Household Financial Literacy, Household Investment Mistakes



Student debt



The puzzling portfolios of the Rich, Household Indebtedness: Does it make sense?



Credit card bankruptcy and delinquency



Household stock trading behavior



Financial Advice



Housing, Portfolio Choice, and Default.

Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way. Ability to effectively
structure and communicate economic content in both written and oral forms to audiences from
academia, government and business. Ability to conduct policy and financial analyses and draft
recommendations through the application of scientific methods.

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Enrollment requirements

Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

Attention: The number of participants is limited to 30 students. The seminar participants will
be chosen by the first—come first—served principle.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place within the period 13th to 26th of October.
Students will have to sign the registration list during the organizational Meeting on the 17th of
October or in the department office during the general office hours.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

—
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Michael Haliassos, Ph.D.
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
Grading will be based on a thesis incl. data exercise (60%) and presentation (40%).
—

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Course abbreviation:
SAA1:W17

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
The Future of Economic Growth
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
Will advanced countries continue to grow for the next decades? Will growth even be spurred up
by the rapid progress in digital technologies? Or do we face declining growth opportunities? And
which of these developments is desirable from the point of view of welfare and well—being?
How will growth in the emerging and developing countries evolve?
In this seminar, we will review different expectations with regard to the future of economic
growth based on growth theory, empirical research, historical research and critical approaches
to mainstream economics, e.g. ideas being advanced by the de—growth movement.
Module Description
The aim of the module “The Future of Economic Growth” is to familiarize the students in detail
with the concept, the measurement and the main explanations of economic growth. This
knowledge is employed at better understanding what we know about the future of economic
growth and the public discourse and the policy conclusions that build on that knowledge. A
critical comparison of approaches inside and outside the mainstream of economic research is a
central part of the model.

Goals/competency targets

Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way. The student are able
structure existing research and other content (e.g. policy papers, papers from activist
movements) on a selected topic about economic growth under a question of their own choice
and report their insights to the group. The student are able to actively and critically engage with
the papers and presentations of other students. The students have gained advanced knowledge
on the concept, the measurement and selected explanations of economic growth. The students
are able to reflect how different argumentations on growth are received by different audiences
and how they fit or do not fit with individual situations, motivations and view of the world. The
students are able to exercise a critical judgement on conflicting views on the future economic
growth and are able to assess the implications of each view for policy conclusions.
Examination registration and withdrawal takes place electronically via QIS within the period 13th
to 26th of October.
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

One semester
Dr. Marianne Saam
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).

—

Course abbreviation:
SCD1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Distribution, Justice and Globalisation

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

Signs of rising inequality between persons, income classes and countries are hotly debated
today. The very facts, their ethical evolution, the possibilities of countervailing policies are
controversial. The seminar will deal with theories of income distribution from the classics to
the postkeynesians, with the relationship between wealth and power, with distributional
justice (Sen’s approach), with the effects of accumulation on distribution and with global
aspects, in particular with the relationship between certain varieties of capitalism and
inequality.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
Students will be endowed with different theoretical concepts and approaches in the theories of
distribution. Students will understand the historical and political contexts of income
distribution and different ethical arguments. Students will improve and deepen their
understanding of economic theory.
Students will actively participate in discussions and are required to present the results of their
research in oral and written form.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Dr. Dres. h.c. Bertram Schefold,

Goals/competency targets

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Recommended literature

60% term paper
40% presentation & participation
Each partial requirement needs to be passed with a grade of 4.0 or better.
— Blaug, M. (1999). Economic Theory in Retrospect (5th ed.). Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.
— Dobb, M. (1973). Theories of Value and Distribution since Adam Smith. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press. — — Foley, D. K., & Michl, T. R. (1999). Growth and Distribution.
Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press.
— Garegnani, P. (1984). Value and Distribution in the Classical Economists and Marx. Oxford
Economic Papers, 36, pp. 291–325.
— Roncaglia, A. (2005). The wealth of ideas: a history of economic thought. Cambridge: Univ.
Press.
— Sen, A. (1980). Equality of What? The Tanner Lecture on Human Values, I, 197–220.

Course abbreviation:
SIE1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Die Geldpolitik der EZB

Active course time:
23h (2 semester hours per week)

Description

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation

Central Banks are necessary in modern economic systems. Their actions – whether legal or
illegal – have enormous influence on financial markets, the real economy and private life. Their
tasks and powers are regularly determined by law. The instruments at their disposal are
versatile. Their usage is sometimes directly noticeable and at other times it is more subtle. In
the seminar some of the possible instruments and actions will be studied. Another focus of the
seminar will be on the legality of some of their actions. Especially actions regarding the Greek
crisis, different sovereign debt crises, the “Euro Crisis” and the financial crisis will the examined
as their legality is partially highly controversial. Participants will acquire insights into the
monetary policy of the ECB. Through the participation of practitioners from the Bundersbank,
the ECB and other international organizations participants can also learn about practical
matters.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance

Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule

M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly

Length

One semester

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Helmut Siekmann

Goals/competency targets

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)

Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
German
Term Paper (60%)
Presentation (40%)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6CP (180 hours)
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Recommended literature

—

Course abbreviation:
SAA1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
GDP and Beyond
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
GDP is one of the most important macroeconomic measures. It is used to measure economic
well—being in countries. Despite a number of criticisms, no single alternative measure has been
successfully proposed to replace it. In this seminar we look on the one hand at current
methodological issues of measuring GDP and sectoral value added, such as choosing
appropriate deflators, capitalizing intangible assets and assessing public sector activity. On the
other hand, we will look at the main suggestions of the „beyond GDP“ debate to complement
GDP by other indicators that assess economic, societal and environmental progress at the
national level.
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
Once yearly
One semester
Dr. Marianne Saam
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)
English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).
— Coyle, Diane (2104). GDP – A Brief but Affectionate History, Princeton University Press,
Princeton, New Jersey.
— Corrado, C., Hulten, C. and Sichel, D. E. (2005), Measuring Capital and Technology: An
Expanded Framework, in C. Corrado, J. Haltiwanger and D. E. Sichel, eds, ‘Measuring Capital in
the New Economy’, University of Chicago Press, pp. 11–46.
— Deutscher Bundestag (2013). Schlussbericht der Enquete—Kommission „Wachstum,
Wohlstand, Lebensqualität.

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Wege zu nachhaltigem Wirtschaften und gesellschaftlichem Fortschritt in der Sozialen
Marktwirtschaft“, Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 17/13300 .
— Stiglitz, J.E., Sen, A. und Fitoussi, J.P. (2009). Report by the Commission on the Measurement
of
Economic Performance and Social Progress, Commission on the Measurement of Economic
Performance and Social Progress, Paris, http://www.stiglitz—sen—fitoussi.fr/en/index.htm.

Course abbreviation:
ZUL1

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar — Money

Course name:
Antitrust Cases
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
This seminar is for master students and covers selected topics in competition economics. In the
introduction, we briefly repeat basic game theoretical models explaining market behavior in
monopolies and oligopolies. We then discuss methods applied in antitrust cases as market
definition, assessment of market power, evaluation of mergers and calculation of cartel
damages. After this introduction students present related antitrust cases.
The aim of this seminar is to expand students' knowledge of advances in the field of
competition economics at the master level. A particular emphasis is put on empirical
applications and the discussion and presentation of papers. This course provides lectures on
the basic game theoretic models as well as on the empirical implantation of these models and
their applications. By presenting case studies, students will learn how to apply the theoretical
and the econometric models to real world situations.
Topics:







Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length

market definition and assessment of market power
collusion and horizontal agreements
horizontal mergers
vertical restraints and vertical mergers
predation, monopolization and other abusive practices

Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
Competition Economics
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Business Administration
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Prof. Christine Zulehner, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on a term paper (60%) and a presentation (40%).
Massimo Motta (2004): Competition Policy, Theory and Practice, Cambridge University Press.
Peter Davis and Eliana Garces (2010): Quantitative Techniques for Competition and Antitrust
Analysis, Princeton University Press.
Simon Bishop and Mike Walker (2010): The Economics of Competition Law: Concepts,
Application and Measurement, Third Edition, Thomson Reuters.

Course abbreviation:
FAI1:W19

Course type:
Compulsory elective, seminar – Money

Course name:
Topics in Financial Economics and Corporate Governance
Description

Active course time:
23 hours (2 semester hours per week)
— Corporate governance. Whistle blowing
— CEO compensation and stock performance
— Lobby and banking
— Gender and corporate governance
— Miscellaneous
Participation in this seminar provides students with the opportunity to develop an
understanding of an academic topic in economics and deepen their knowledge and skills of the
relevant methods. In addition, students should acquire the ability to present complex topics
and to lead scientific discussions in a comprehensive and structured way.
—
—
M.Sc. in International Economics and Economic Policy
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
Once yearly
One semester
Prof. Ester Faia, PhD
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (2 hr/week)

Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown
Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
The final grade is based on a term paper and a presentation.

—

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP, 180 hours
Self—study (hours per semester):
157 hours

Required courses within the research phase
Course abbreviation:
RSMP

Course type:
Required course

Course name:
Thesis Seminar
Description

Active course time:
45 h (4 semester hours per week)
The Research Seminar is set up as a platform to discuss questions that arise in connection with
the Master Theses of the participants.
Presentations:



Goals/competency targets

Enrollment requirements
Recommended foreknowledge:
Allocation
Cross allocation for other fields of study
Schedule
Length
Instructor
Study record; transcripts
Proof of participation

Academic transcripts
Breakdown

Depending on the number of participants, there will be between 15—20 minutes for
each presentation. This should allow for sufficient time for discussion and feedback.
The 1st round presentations should concentrate on the research question and/or
intended layout of the thesis and its motivation.

The 2nd round presentations will give a platform to present the main insights of the more
developed (sometimes even finished) theses.
It is designed to allow M.Sc. candidates to learn through active interactions among seminar
participants and the organizing Prof.(s). In addition, the seminar aims to improve
presentation, argumentation and writing skills of the participants.
—
—
M.Sc. in Money and Finance
—
Twice yearly
One semester
—
—
Successful participation in this seminar depends on regular attendance. This requirement is
fulfilled if students attend at least 80% of all classes. The lecturer decides whether additional
missed classes will have to be made up with additional assignments.
—
Blocked seminar (4 hr/week)

Credit points and workload
(hours per semester):
6 CP (180 h)
Self—study (hours per semester):
135 h

Course and Exam language
Final exam (Structure, duration, distribution of marks)
Recommended literature

English
st
nd
The final grade is based on the 1 presentation (30%), the 2 presentation (50%) and
participation in the general discussion (20%).
—

